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government and religion headed by a ‘Messiah” (King 
of the “House of David”) as figurehead, fronting for the 
timmittee of 3o01 

,.. . . . .,.,,’ ,.,I: : ..:...,.:..: ,:,:,. ..,, . ...,:. ,. :. ..’ : ,,:j.:. .::, ” ::: : .’ : ;.. j ,.: :, i. : ., ,, .: :: : . . . . . . . . . . . .>. ..:,: .,,,,,., :, . . . . . . . . From my previous research articles I believe it has 
.,,::..,p,:: .,.. ‘,,y ,,.,.I, :: :, .‘~..~::,;:~:j .‘.“,;.‘$ ..... hen shown that the English Monarchy and most of its 

relatives among the wealthy and titled are being pro- 

The Four Horsemen Of The Apocalypse 
moted as the “scions of the House of David” as well as 
“Kings of Jerusalem”. The claimed title to “King of 
Jerusalem” goes back to the time of the Crusades of the 
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The Essenes, 

False Prophets and False Christ, 

The Return of the “Son of Man” 

Article IV, Section 2 

Section 1 of this article reviewed some facets of the 

development of the European Economic Community 
(EEC); Queen Elizabeth H’s betrayal of her people and 
her coronation oath in signing up with the EEC; and 
some of the propaganda, which in my opinion, has been 
preparing us for a one world government and religion 
headed by a proclaimed, but unverified, “scion of the 
House of King David”. This person will be under the 
control of the Committee of 300, which includes the 
Prieure de Sion and the Heads of Freemasonry. The 
EEC is identified as one of the ten regions planned in 
the World Government Federation (aka New World 
Order). 

“Scion of the House of King David” is equivalent in 
meaning to “Messiah” when such a person is anointed 
as “King” in the Jewish tradition. Many Christians 
have mistakenly been taught that “Messiah” means a 
Christed being, such as Immanuel was about 2,000 
years ago. This is not the case, although many in 
Jerusalem at the time hoped that Immanuel would 
become the “Messiah” and therefore King when he was 
here. 

I have already written several articles which in- 
clude information on the book 
This and the subsequent books written by its authors, as 
well as the information developing at the same time on 
Benjamin Creme’s “Maitreya” and the Catholic 
Church’s involvement are integral parts of the propa- 
ganda and preparations for the New World Order 
(NWO). I will write more on these and related subjects 
in this article, which are some of the means, I believe, 
by which most of the population is being persuaded to 
go in the direction of the NWO. I see the biblical 
symbolism of the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse as 
clues to the progress, and means used to propel us 
towards this NWO, also known as that “great whore, 
Babylon the Great” in the 

Both Hatonn and Sananda have recently reviewed 
the book, 

Opinions of the contributors 

are their own and do not necessarily reflect 

those of the staff or management. 

and by Peter Lemesurier, 
especially his script for this “Messiah’s” entry into 
Jerusalem! In other words, a pre-planned occasion 
with a pre-planned stage setting and purpose. Mr. 
Lemesurier’s book was first published in Great Britain 
and several other countries in 1981, just before the 
European Economic Amendment was signed, which 
further consolidated the power of the EEC. It was also 
near to the time that Benjamin Creme began to interna- 
tionally promote his “Maitreya” in London, who he 
said is the “Messiah of the Jews, the returning Christ, 
the Iman Mahdi of Islam, Buddha and Krishna” all in 
one. In other words, a world religious leader. I believe 
these events are all related to each other and to what 
was occurring with the EEC at the time. Everything is 
connected, according to Hatonn. Mr. Lemesurier must 
have a “Messiah” to till that role in his projected script, 
and Mr. Creme’s “Maitreya” needs the preliminary 
preparations which ready the people for the “great 
scene” placing him on the “Throne of King David in 
Jerusalem”. This is intended to be a world throne, by 
the Khazarian Jews. Such a planned scene would not 
preclude, and might even incorporate, a world-wide, 
satellite T.V. announcement by “Maitreya” on his “Day 
of Declaration”, described by Creme in his lectures and 
books. Needless to say, the above is only a possible, but 
likely happening, not a foreknowledge of events. I am 
sure several other plans could be used or developed 
before the final curtain goes up. 

According to the the “Son of Man” 
(Immanuel/the returning Christed one) is not going to 
come marching or riding on an ass into Jerusalem 
“from the East” leading a parade of his followers this 
time, as sets forth. According 
to the Mark 13:2 l-27, 
(quote): 

And then if any man shall say to you, lo, here is 
Christ; or, lo he is there; believe him not: For false 
Christs and false prophets shall show signs and won- 
ders, to seduce if it were possible even the elect. 

But take ye heed: behold, I have foretold you all 
things. 

But in those days, after that tribulation, the sun 
shall be darkened, and the moon shall not give her 
light. And the stars of heaven shall fall, and the powers 
that are in heaven shall be shaken. 

And then shall they see the Son of Man coming in 

the clouds with great power and glory. (End quote.) 

The two “scripts” have nothing in common, and 
Lemesurier appears to be 2000 years behind the times. 
(Ref.: 9:9 and 21 for the biblical prophe- 
cies already fulfilled by Immanuel at the time of his 
entry into Jerusalem during the early years of the first 
century, A.D.) 

There are two life styles in opposition here, the 

same as those with which the early Israelites struggled 
according to the during the time of the 
Judges. Israel wanted a king to rule over them, and had 
rejected God. God warned them of the consequences, 
but they persisted and got their “King”. (Ref.: 
8) These same choices were presented again at the time 
of Immanuel-would the Jews accept God and His Laws 
“written on their hearts”, or demand a king to rule over 
them? Immanuel and his teachings too were largely 
rejected, suppressed and destroyed. Today we face the 
same choices. Will the people choose God, or insist 
unon. PO alonn with or allow bv default. a one world 

Catholic Church and its efforts to wrest the “Holy 
Land” from the “infidels”. These “Elite” now have 
control of the major world systems intended for the rule 
of the rest of us: The World Court (at the Hague, 
Netherlands); the International Headquarters of the 
United Nations, Freemasonry and the World Bank 
(Geneva, Switzerland); the International Intelligence 
Network; NATO; and the world-wide Computer/Satel- 
lite control system (Brussels, Belgium), besides most of 
the wealth, industry and resources of the world, includ- 
ing, it appears, political and military control of the 

U.S. of A. From the above it would seem that the 
“religious” aspects of the plan which include a Temple 
in Jerusalem, and the State of Israel are not intended for 
the “head and brains” of the system at this time; 
although, Israel is building up a tremendous military 
and intelligence might (mostly with our help) undoubt- 
edly for use in W.W.111, as planned a century and a half 
ago by the “Elders of Zion” at the head of Freemasonry. 
The three terrible world wars are intended to finally 
bring the world under the control and worship of 
Lucifer, according to Albert Pike, head of Freemasonry 
in the U.S. of A. (1871). Therefore, I believe we must 
be very wary of any “leader” on Earth today who seeks 
a world throne! 

My interest in pursuing the subject of Mr. 
Lemesurier’s book is the fact that he uses what he 
claims are clues in the to suggest and 
promote the idea that “Jesus” was an Essene, that his 
primary followers, supporters and teachers were 
Essenes, and that his life and practices followed their 
teachings in great detail. All of this in the face of 
everything said in the about Immanuel. 
his followers and his teachings which contradict 
Lemesurier-Immanuel was not an Essene. (Please 
see my article in the 10/3/95 issue of titled, 
“Freemasonry and the Essenes”, or 

Phoenix Journal #7, for more information.) 
Numerous other authors have also promoted the 

idea that Immanuel was an Essene, beginning with 
Frederick the Great of Prussia in 1770, who was head of 
all Scottish Rite Freemasonry and developed (using his 
assumed “prerogative” to fabricate “religions”) with 
Voltaire most of the higher degrees, according to his- 
torian Nesta Webster. Frederick offered no proof for 
his statement that Jesus was an Essene, but it was made 
part of Masonic dogma, and promoted internationally 
through the secret society of Freemasons and now their 
covertly-sponsored groups of “New Agers”. Remem- 
ber, the Jews and the heads of state (monarchs) head up 
Freemasonry, and therefore also (covertly) the “New 
Age” groups. 

I began to seek more history of the Essenes, for it 
appears to me that the world will be forced to confront 
the subject very soon. I have a very thick book, 

(a gift from a friend, R.E.B.), which 
provides limited information on the Essenes (pages 74, 
332-334,375,476-478). Lemesurier follows this infor- 
mation as far as it goes. The sect was called “Essen” by 

Josephus, a historian who wrote in Aramaic (the lingua 
franca of the day) in the first century A.D. “Essen” 
means “the high-priest’s breastplate and oracle” ac- 
cording to Josephus. From Josephus (who is said to 
have gathered most of his information on the Essenes 
from another historian, Philo) we learn that the =Essens” 
were not a large group and not much a part of Jewish 
histories. They are hardly mentioned considering the 
total history of the Jews related by Josephus in 737 
pages of small print. On the other hand, Lemesurier 
writes as though the Essenes were very active in Pales- * _- --. 
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tine at the time of Jesus and with Jesus, having a 
network of good-sized groups in several towns, with 
frequent exchanges and communication between them. 
Further, Lemesurier claims to be following some proph- 
ecies made by the Essenes in the 
(unavailable to the rest of us, of course), prophecies 
which he suggests are yet to be fulfilled, and which he 
uses for the basis of his “script”. I believe Lemesurier, 
like many of the Jews who did not accept Immanuel and 
his fulfillment of their own prophecies almost 2,000 
years ago, is today looking back to those prophecies as 
“unfulfilled” and therefore still “valid” for today. Many 
parts of his “script” lead one to think so, and most Jews 
and even many Christians are looking for or expecting 
a “Messiah” of the “House of David” to come and sit on 
the throne in Jerusalem. 

Jesus, a name given to Immanuel by Paul, is not 
mentioned as being a member of the Essenes or con- 
nected to them in any way by Josephus. I recommend 
that seek out a copy of 
and do some confirming research on your own. Most 
larger libraries with reference sections have a copy. 
“Jesus Christ” is given one very short paragraph by 
Josephus, page 379.3, (quote:) 

3. Now there was about this time, Jesus, a wise 
man, if it be lawful to call him a man, for he was a doer 
of wonderful works-a teacher of such men as receive 
the truth with pleasure. He drew over to him both many 
of the Jews, and many of the gentiles. He was [the] 
Christ; and when Pilate, at the suggestion of the prin- 
ciple men amongst us, had condemned him to the cross, 
those that loved him at the first did not forsake him, for 
he appeared to them alive again on the third day, as the 
divine prophets had foretold these and ten thousand 
other wonderful things concerning him; and the tribe of 
Christians, so named from him, are not extinct to this 
day. (End quote.) 

Please note that Josephus, who was a Jew of royal breastplate and oracle”, according to Josephus, would 
blood, does report that it was Pilate, at the “suggestion suggest that the Essenes were actually strong advocates 
of the principle men among us, had condemned him and supporters of the temple services, and could ex- 
[Jesus] to the cross”. This is one reason why Josephus plain why Josephus included the Essenes among tbe 

is generally not accepted today among the Jews in “three philosophical sects” of the Jews. However, this 
power. Further, this fact that it was the leaders of the interpretation of the name “Essen” is disregarded or 
Jews who were the promulgators of Christ’s crucifix- overlooked in all of the literature that I have read or 
ion, was also one of the church doctrines. Following heard on wherein all manner of 

W.W.11 the Jews insisted that this doctrine was the other words and names are analyzed to ‘explain” the 
cause of their persecutions and must be removed from word “Essene”. In the process many other groups are 
church doctrines. This was done by Popes John XXIII being included among the now ever expanding group of 
and Paul VI for the Catholic Church in Vatican Council ‘Essenes”! 
II, in the early 1960s. There was no real investigation ImmanueYSananda has said that the Essenes were 
of the charges or the actual causes of the Jew’s perse- a “nature cult”, and this is confiied by Edmond 
cutions, much less concern for the TRUTH of the matter Bordeaux Szekely, who has written numerous books on 
of Christ’s crucifixion. According to Vicomte Leon de the subject, which are published internationally. He 
Poncins, and a host of other authors and investigators, states that his work agrees with some of the 
the Vatican had been heavily infiltrated by Masons, held in separate storage by the Vatican! There- 
Knights of Malta, Communists and Zionists by the time fore, I have began to wonder if Josephus’ works have 
of Vatican Council II. In my opinion, removing the been tampered with in regard to the information on the 

Truth from Church doctrine was essential to the role Essenes. It was Josephus whowascreditedwithaserlb- 
that the “Elders of Zion” hope to play in a world ing “three philosophical sects” to the Jews (i.e., 
religion which encompasses all religions within it. Sadducees, Pharisees and Essenes). However, we only 
This may also have been one reason for the long delay find that information in Josephus’ works, which are 
in the sharing of the with the public. quoted in Concordances containing related “his- 
There was a lot going on behind the scenes preparing torical” information. The name Essene is not found in 
for the NWO. Today “anti-Semitism” is unlawful in text of the and neither is it to be found among 
Europe, Canada and some other places. Anyone even the Sea held in Jerusalem! 
suspected of being “anti-Semitic” can be severely pun- It is possible that the material on the Essenes that 
ished. In my opinion, the Truth in church doctrine Mr. Szekely claims he had access to, and which is 
about who promulgated Immanuel’s crucifixion was stored in a separate location by the Vatican, was found 
one of the first targets of the Zionists, who have pro- earlier during some of the archeological explorations 

moted these undemocratic “laws” and seek a one world in the Middle East during the 18th and 19th centuries 
religion headed by themselves. or earlier. This would explain why Szekely had no 

Josephus called Jesus’ followers the “tribe of Chris- trouble interpreting the material, in comparison to the 
tians” . Obviously, there is no mention whatsoever of a team of scholars working for over thirty years on the 
connection between Jesus and the Essenes. Further, the in Jerusalem. Szekely identifies the 
fact that the name “Essen” means “the high-priest’s Essenes in his works as a mystical, gnostic, nature cult. 

This does not harmonize with the idea that they were 
also strict followers of the temple services with all their 
grisly blood sacrifices. Therefore, it appears, we do not 
have all the facts and much has been withheld from us. 

There was a found among the 

are told) which is a very detailed plan 
for a temple and its services. It describes a strictly 
controlled service with animal sacrifices. (Ref.: 

by Yigael Yadin.) This would make it 
even more difficult to identify Jesus or his teachings 
with the or group and/or the ‘Essens” 
described by Josephus. It appears to me that Immanuel’s 
teachings are being suppressed to&y in favor of a 
return to a regressive Hebrew Temple service, which he 
criticized in his time. 

A Collection of Research Articles which appeared 

in the weekly and Newspapers 

under the heading of from 

7128192 through 4/27/93. 

VOLUME I 

Whether or not the Dead Sea group or groups were, 
in fact, Essenes is conjectural at best, and can only be 
made, it appears, to tit into some “hopefully” coherent 
explanation by expanding the groups to include every- 
one in Palestine who was not a Sadducee or a Pharisee, 
something Josephus, Philo and Pliny did not do. The 
public still does not have verification of who the people 
were that left the cache of scrolls’at the Dead Sea. 
Nevertheless, in my opinion, the purposeful propa- 
ganda about the “Essenes” tries to make it appear 
otherwise. 

BY 

NORA BOYLES 

Order by mail or phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box 27353, Las Vegas, 
Nevada 89126. Please send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping i?& handling; Nevada residents, 
dease add 7% aales tax. 

If you see Benjamin Creme’s ‘Maitreya” (whom he 
also calls the “Messiah of the Jews”, the “returning 
Christ”, etc.) marching towards Jerusalem “from the 
East”, leading a group of his followers, you will have it 
confirmed for you that Lemesurier and Creme were 
some of the early promoters (although not the direc- 
tors) of this particular show. Nevertheless, the prelimi- 
nary promotion has been so heavy and persevering that 
one cannot take the intent lightly. Interestingly, 
Lemesurier’s “Essenes” and Benjamin Creme’s 
“Maitreya” all wear long white garments, as do the 
Masons in some rituals. 

If you are wondering why Lemesurier has the “Mes- 
siah” approaching Jerusalem “from the East”, it is 
because, in my opinion, that agrees with Jewish temple 
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worship and Masonic rituals-all “light” comes from 
the East, according to them. It could al& be symbolic 
of the origin of the person (i.e., Creme’s “Maitreya” is 
said to have come to London by plane from Kashmir, 
India. Also, the Sassoon family originited in the 
“East”. There are possibly &her conpections of which 
1 am not aware.). Everything must be made to fit ihto 
the overall plan in order to eventually bring all of the 
separate parts of the-NW0 together. 

Remember, the Khazarian Jews accepted “Juda- 
ism” (actually, Babylonian Talmudism) in the 8th Cen- 
tury A.D. They are not Semites, per biblical accounts, 
but Ashkenazi Jews, sons of Japheth, not Sem (aka 
Shem). However, they were and are the most wealthy 
and powerful of the Jews. Further, they have beep at 
this world domination project in earnest for the last two 
or three centuries. They are a mixture of Nordic, 
Mongolian, Russian, and Turkish origins. The 

the book that most of the Jews 
follow today, teaches the idea that the Jews are God’s 
chosen people, the only “men”. The “gentiles” are all 
animals fit only for slaves to the “Jews”, who are also 
“entitled” to all the wealth of the world, and to rule the 
world. The Khazars have incorporated this “religion” 
into their plans to make themselves rulers of a NW0 
and “religion”. One problem has been in identifying 
themselves as Semites, and the House of 
David”, for the “Hebrew tradition” requires that only a 
descendant of King David can be the “Messiah of 
Israel”. 

At the time Josephus’ works were translated and 
published in 1737, the were not, and 

could not have been part of their plans. It is interesting 
that the translator of Wil- 
liam Whiston, was described by William Sanford 
La Sor, Ph.D. Th.D., in the forward to the book, as 
holding “that the Tatars were the lost tribes [lost ten 
tribes of Israel]“. Mr. Whiston was a professor at 
Cambridge, a scientist and theologian. You may recall 
that the “Tatars” were also called Tartars, Turks, 
Turkomen, Hittites, Scythians Khazars(!!). If the 
Tatars could be claimed to actually be “Israelites”, then 
the difficulties in identifying “descendants of David” 

among them would be considerably decreased. 1 do not 
know whether Whiston’s belief was seconded by others 
and/or whether it was widely held at the time. Neither 
do 1 know whether Whiston knew about the Khazar’s 
conversion to Judaism in the 8th century, which ex- 
plains their “Jewishness”. Nevertheless, Whiston’s 
theory would undoubtedly have had some influence, 
and may have been an early attempt to equate the 
Khazars with the Israelites and hence the lineage of 
King David. It would be helpful to know why Mr. 
Whiston believed that the “Tatars” (aka Khazars) were 
the “lost ten tribes” of Israel. There is no further 
information in the “Foreword” to 

There are some few entries in the 
regarding descendants of “King David”. One 

family ‘claiming this distincjion, said also to have 
descended from the rten lost tribes”, is the Bagratuni 
(aka Bagratids, Bagrats, etc.). However, their “claim” 

was said to have started in the 10th Century A.D., and 
is therefpre not validated, it would appear. 1 have 
reviewed the “Descendants of King David” in a series 
of article in the newspaper. (Issue dates are 
listed. in the Bibliography.) 

There are many gaps in the information available 
to the public .and many conflicts between the various 
accounts. It would be indeed difficult to “prove” a 
descent from King David today. On the other hand, if 
it is true that his son, King Solomon had 700 wives 
(from various races), then there must be an unidentifi- 
able legion of descendants today, somewhere. C.M. 
Murray’s genealogy, which was printed in Section 1 of 
this article, was not documented as to sources, except 
some legends, the use of biblical symbolism and some 
scripture. Murray’s work was printed by British Israel 
World Federation in 1984, about the same time as 
Creme and Lemesurier’s works were becoming known. 
All of these works are apparently efforting to make a 
“descendant of the House of David” (however question- 
able) from the line of “Elite”, either acceptable or 
plausible to the public today. We are no longer even 
talking about a Semitic King David, who is said to have 
ruled the people of Judea about 3,000 years ago, and 
who tried to follow God’s Laws. We are talking about 
a grand mixture of people and races but especially those 
who are Khazarian Jews, intermarried in some cases 
with Judeans. The only thing that distinguished “King 
David” at all was his connection to God. His life was 
certainly not perfect, and his “kingdom” was per- 
fect. His son, Solomon, epitomized all of the problems 
God foretold would happen to the people if they insisted 
on a king to rule over them (Ref: The 
kingdom was divided and lost as a direct result of 
Solomon’s excesses. 

Fortunately, was trans- 
lated just three years before Frederick the Great became 
King of Prussia in 1740. Frederick was to become head 
of all Scottish Rite Freemasonry, and was a descendant 
of the same Hanoverian family as the English Monar- 
chy. It was Frederick who declared that Jesus was an 
Essene in 1770, having no historical basis for that 
statement. proves that. In my opinion, this 
is a second reason why the Jews in power do not accept 
Josephus, they don’t want, Josephus’ separate state- 
ments about the “Essenes” and “Jesus” to be widely 
known. Jesus was not connected to the Essenes. The 
records regarding the Essenes are yet to be acknowl- 
edged by both the Vatican and Israel, even though they 
are claimed to be such and are promulgated by people 
like Edmond Bordeaux Szekely to a multitude of “New 
Age” groups. 1 believe the reason for this is because the 
Jews/Khazars are planning to rebuild the Temple of 
Solomon on the site of the present Islamic Mosque; and 
with all the promotion of the which 
included (we are told) a the official 
emphasis will be initially on the Temple worship. 
Nevertheless, the “nature cult”, with its goat-gods; 
environmental philosophies and sexual promiscuity is 
also a vital part of the overall plan of the 

and 
Adam Weishaupt’s (aka the old boy himself-Lucifer) 
Code. This is the reason why, in my opinion, the 
“nature cult” is being “unofficially” promoted. [It is a 
reason similar to the “unofficial” promotion of the Goat 
God Baphomet (aka Goat of Mendes) by the Templars 
and Masons pf high degree in their Palladian Rites.] 

It is important that you understand that the”Tatars” 
were the ruling family in the Ottoman Empire (which 
included Turkey) at the time of Ghengis Khan and his 
descendants. This is when the Khazars came into 
power. They were middle men between Russia and the 
Ottoman Empire, and given special privileges by the 
Sultans. They were also co-religionists with the Jews. 
The leaders of the Jews, the Exilarchs, supposed de- 
scendants of King David in exile from Jerusalem, were 
the Therefore, 
there a very strong, and long-lasting relationship 

Israel today. In fact, there may now be little distinction 
between them. When you see today the State of Israel 
working very closely with the Turks in the Middle East, 
to the dim&y and concern of their neighboring coun- 
tries, it helps to know the historical background of their 
relationship. 

After the archeological digs in the 19th Century, 
which proved that much of the Hebrew “history” did not 
accord with the facts, the Khazarian Jews appear to 
have changed their attachment to the Jewish and/or 
Semitic religion and will, when the time is conve- 
niently “right” for them, proclaim themselves “Ary- 
ans”-but that is another story. 

Why must the Jews and Freemasons portray Jesus 
as an Essene? In my view, there are a number of 
reasons. For example, they have promoted the Essenes, 
through many types of media attention, as a far more 
representative group among the Jews in Judea at the 
time of lmmanuel than they actually were-trying to 
claim as many people under the umbrella of the Jewish 
“religion” as possible. Further, they must discredit 
lmmanuel’s teachings and the 
der, it appears, to thereby gain more prestige for them- 
selves. They do this by purporting to show lmmanuel 
as an Essene and the Essenes as a “nature cult” to the 
youth and “New Agers”, but a “Temple cult” to the Jews 
and Freemasons. The “nature cult philosophy” pre- 
pares the thinking of millions of our young people for 
the promotions of the “environmental programs”, which 
are part of the plans to control the world through 
mandates on the environment and confiscation of wil- 
derness areas. In my opinion, this ‘environmental” 
thrust is what the young people believe it is and 
promote. It is a manifestation of the Green Horseman 
of the Apocalypse, according to biblical symbology, 

6. It is a part of the long-term, comprehensive and 
deceitful plan for world domination. (Please see George 
M. Lamsa’s translation of the 

the Green Horseman.) 1 will have more to say on this 

subject. 
What relationship does Creme’s “Maitreya” have 

with the “Elite”? 1 do not have all the facts. According 
to Benjamin Creme in 1993, “Maitreya” had been 
meeting with “influential people and journalists” in 
London, preparing for his of Declaration”. By 
this statement alone it can be deduced that “Maitreya” 
is accepted by “those in power”, Further, a Vatican 
representative is said to have stated he believes that 
“Maitreya is the Christ”. Considering all of the promo- 
tions of the “Elite” to date, 1 am persuaded that the only 
“Messiah” acceptable to them will be a “scion of the 
House of David”, which are supposedly now numerous 
among them, Those families of which 1 am aware that 
have had some recognition or claim, however question- 
able, to the lineage of David are the Rothschilds, 
Sassoons, Rockefellers, the Mendes family, the English 
Monarchy and all their relatives, the Fuggers, the 
House of Orange and the numerous branches of these 
families. On the other hand, Mr. Creme states that 
“Maitreya” is ‘beyond the light”, “head of the Occult 
Hierarchy” and possessor of an “indestructible body” 
which he created. He is reported to have appeared and 
disappeared very suddenly before the eyes of a large 
group of people at a meeting in Nairobi, Africa. (He 
obviously avoids academics or religionists who might 
ask some embarrassing questions.) The ability to be- 

come invisible or to teleport oneself does not necessar- 
ily mean that the person is “spiritual” in the sense of 
following God’s Laws, according to Hatonn. Further, 
1 have heard that even the United Parcel Services (UPS) 
is considering some advanced technology which 
teleports their packages internationally. It will soon be 
common practice. 

Does Maitreya follow God’s Laws? This is for you 
to discern. However, according to Mr. Creme in the 
question and answer section ofh4aiheya ‘sMission, Vol 
Zf, Maitreya advocates abortion. According to Hatow 
the people of the United States have now slaughtered 



more babies through abortion, than all the people that 
were killed in the Bolshevik Revolution of Russia 
(mass slaughter is the activity of the second, Red 
Horseman of the Apocalypse). 

If what Creme says about the Vatican’s representa- 
tive is true, and a Vatican representative does believe 
“Maitreya” is the “Christ”, then you know from Creme’s 
and “Maitreya’s” positions on abortion alone that the 
Catholic Church is no longer upholding their long 
cherished edicts against either birth control or abor- 
tions. In fact, those of you who have read the book 

Cross, or had any association with the “mod- 
ern” Catholic Church, for instance, know that the 
Church has been taken over, with the Pope’s blessing, 
by “nature cults” of all sorts, to the great concern of the 
actual parishioners and supporters of that Church. 
(According to Hatonn, the Pope is today but a robotoid.) 

Are Creme and his “Maitreya” a false prophet and 
a false “Christ”, of which the warns, showing 
“signs and wonders to deceive even the elect”? Creme 

has portrayed himself to his public as a “John the 
Baptist”, the forerunner today of the “Christ”! Accord- 
ing to a prior Satanist, interviewed by Fritz Springmeier, 
someone who fits Creme’s description (only much 
younger at the time) and who was said to have the role 
of their “John the Baptist, introducing the anti-Christ 
to the world”, was presented during a high Satanic 
ritual and meeting in 1955, in which the interviewee 
was a participant. (Ref.: 13 

page 33) (Springmeier also quotes Tara Center’s 
official newsletter of January 1982, which 
states that Creme was born in 1924 and was deeply 

involved in the occult at an early age.) According to 
this person and other ex-Satanists, the Satanic/Illumi- 
nati hierarchy of 13 families hold meetings to periodi- 
cally assess their progress and plans for world domina- 
tion. The meeting in 1955 was one of them. Mr. 
Springmeier identifies these families as the Rothschilds, 
Rockefellers, Freemans, Bundys, Astors, Collins, Du 
Ponts, Kennedys, Onassis, Russells, Reynolds, Van 
Dyn, Li (China) and the “Merovingians” (most of the 
titled people of Europe including the English Monar- 
chy). Much of Springmeier’s information is gathered 
from personal interviews. It is a fact that Benjamin 
Creme; during an interview with reporters from the 

(see December 1994 is- 
sue) stated that he was a Communist! This means he is 
an atheist and does not believe in God!! (So much for 
the value of any possible endorsement of “Maitreya” by 
today’s “Catholic Church”, as well as any claim that 
Creme’s “Maitreya” is a “Christed” being. He cannot 
be and also believe there is no God-the two beliefs 
exclude each other.) 

Go back and reread the verses quoted earlier 
in this article. You may be pleasantly surprised to be 
able to understand them better with all that we have 
learned from Hatonn, the Hosts and Sananda. Is it 
possible that the phrases about the “Sun being dark- 
ened” and the “Moon not giving light” could indicate 
either a world wide, great earthquake which tills the 
atmosphere with dust particles, or the Earth’s entry 
into the Photon Belt? The part which describes the 
“Son of man’s” return “in the clouds with great power 
and glory” just might be related to those saucer-shaped 
clouds we have occasionally seen in our skies for 
decades. These clouds are created at a point just before 
manifestation of the Host’s vehicles, according to 
Hatonn. Is it possible that, when the “Son of man 
returns in great power and glory”, it will be with the 
attendance of a huge fleet of these vehicles? Consider 
too, that those “falling stars” may very well be those 
vehicles which now grace our skies and strobe their 
many colored lights for us. When these space vehicles 
descend towards Earth, it must appear as though the 
“stars are falling”. Hold it in your hearts. 

Those people who have been reading my articles 
over a period.of time know of my interest in and concern 
about the two’ books authored .by Michael Baigent,, 
Richard Leigh and Hepry Lincoln: - 

and These two books 
were also published in the early 1980s and promote the 
idea of a “scion of the House of David” being among the 
European “Elite”. You may also recall, during my 
review of (12/7/93 issue of 

I quoted Mr. Pierre Plantard, then head of 
the Prieure de Sion, as saying that the treasures of the 
temple in Jerusalem would be brought forth at the right 
time! Down through the centuries there has been a 
question regarding the whereabouts of this treasure but 
no verified accounts of it. At the time I read 

I had the impression that the Prieure 
de Sion intended to produce the treasure as some kind 
of verification of their claim (or the claim of those they 
represent or control) as either the rightful owners of it 
or as “descendants of King David”. Nevertheless, at 
this late date, almost 2,000 years from the time the 
treasure disappeared, any number of persons could 
have found the treasure and passed it on to the highest 
bidders. In other words, Plantard’s possession of it 

could not verify his or his claimant’s “rights” to it. 
Curiously, in reading a third book by Baigent and 

Leigh, I learned more 
about the This scroll identifies the 
various locations where the temple treasure was hid- 
den. It had been found in 1952 and translated in 1955 
by John Allegro. The was a roll of 
copper metal which had to be cut so that it could be laid 
flat for study and translation. The necessary cutting 
was done at the University of Manchester in England. 
Allegro’s translation and the truth about the scroll has 
been covered up as much as possible to this day. Baigent 
and Leigh’s book was published in 1991. From the 
above it would seem that there are those in control of 
the scrolls who have had the opportunity and time to 
locate that treasure! If you ever see these cultic objects 
belonging to the temple in Jerusalem, you will have at 
least one idea of how they could have been located, and 
by whom. One of the treasure sites identified by the 
authors is said to be the site of the former temple, now 
occupied by an Islamic Mosque called the Dome of the 
Rock. This site cannot be explored by the Jews until 
there is a change in the status quo. Keep this in mind 
as events unfold during the conflicts in the Middle 
East. 

According to Baigent and Leigh, there are a num- 
ber of scholars who view the Dead Sea site where the 
scrolls were found essentially as an adjunct to the 
temple in Jerusalem! 

the several ancient books of 
Jewish writers, and several other bits of information 
would lead one to agree with these scholars, especially 
since an identifying name ofa particular group is not to 
be found among any of the scrolls. 

In my opinion, the total lack of agreement or 

cohesion among the translators and scholars of the 
the various and sometimes exceed- 

ingly broad and even fantastic speculations upon the 
meaning of them by other investigators; the opposing 
“philosophies” attributed to the “Essenes” and to the 
group or groups whose stash of documents were found 
at the Dead Sea site; as well as the secrets surrounding 
the scrolls for over forty years, reveals a totally un- 
sound basis for any conclusions about this phenomenon 
at this time, much less a basis or “inspiration” for a 
“world religion”. In fact, I believe there are more than 
a few questionable reasons why the scrolls have been 
secreted from the public. Baigent and Leigh appear to 
blame most of the delay and problems on the biases of 
Catholic scholars regarding what the scrolls “should” 
say according to Catholic doctrine. Keep in mind that 
the biases on the Jewish side are just as confining, and 
that it has been well documented that Zionists and 
Masons had infiltrated the Catholic Church soon after 
W.W.11, if not prior to it. Things are seldom what they 
appear on the surface in this NWO. The 

were found soon after the end of W.W.11. 
I recommend you read the above mentioned books 

even though I do not agree with allihai is,in.them,:and 5 .I I L. __,, 

in turn view the authors’ conclusions as biased towards 
a one world government and religion under the Jews. 

My next article will present more information on 
the last two Horsemen of the Apocalypse. 
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Bringing Some Clarity 

To Several Issues. 
7/31/96 #1 HATONN 

FIFTH COLUMN 

than to MISS the truth if it be so small an error as this. 
Just as there are dozens of “, because 
it is the going current point of easy confusion, so too are 
other errors and confusion created both intentionally 

we are on current %sponses” I need to and accidentally. One of the most surprising disserta- 
clarify some other things. At CONTACT there are tions came recently from someone very, very DISTANT 
received piles of documents that are never seen by me who sent some information on and Spiritual 
or my secretary. Grandma, for instance, writes and beliefs from one ofyour ‘channels” who stated: 

writes-EVERY DAY. Those documents are not my Ceres Hatonn is a VGG-DO0 term for Satan.” 
responsibility to edit or critique. However, there now This was quite a new and singularly dubious honor. 
come several inquiries, of me, to see to it that more Now I know how the Mormons feel in Japan. In parts 
from the Fifth Column is presented in the paper. Say of the Orient, ,and specifically in Japan, the term “Mor- 
what, readers? What Fifth Column-the one from WW mon” means “devil” or “satan” so the church mission- 

I, II, Vietnam, Korea...? Exactly what do you want? aries must refrain from using the term. This is very 
Then, reading on, it appears Grandma has stated briefly similar to U.S. Troops having to wear I.I.N. “bIue” and 
in one of her printed documents that the “Fifth Col- NGTSHGWINGTHEU.S. FLAGINPIJBLICIN SAUDI 
umn” is giving information and making contact with ARABIA-IN SPITE GF BEING THERE SIJPPOS- 
CONTACZ”! NO, THIS IS NOT SO. EDLY TO PROTECT THE FREEDOM OF THE SAU- 

We write about the Fifth Column’s work because it DIS. WELL, READERS, READ DISCERN FOR 
is THE most important work being accomplished in THIS 1s THE 
today’s political circles-but we are very CAREFUL to 

This is much like calling one of the fItrest men on 
your globe, Little Crow, an anti-Christ Pagan. dozen 
lies or errors does not one correct statement make. 
Perhaps that is what is wrong with rule by majority? 
The majority vote in favor of a LIE does not TRUTH 

It may well change regulations and legal 
rules-it does not change or make valid the lies re- 

garding the LAWS OF GOD OR CREATION. GOD’S 
AND CREATION’S TRUTH STANDS INTO INFIN- 
ITY-THE LIES COME GO EVENTU- 
ALLY FALL ACCORDING TO THEIR “TIME”. 

I also have great pressure to continue with Calvin 
Burgin’s writings. However, life is what is 
happening while we still plan to finish his prior book. 
We will, however, do a chapter today on that topic. 

Please, also, we hear that Mark Phillips has a 
bout of severe illness. He is fine NOW, but readers, 
please don’t forget him, Cathy and Kelly. Your love 
and sharing is all that holds us Dragon fighters to- 

gether on some bad days of struggling with them. 
Sometimes our alarm clock bell rings SO LOUDLY it 
awakens the DRAGONS before it awakens the people. 
Publicity is the most beautiful form of security. 

I have the same petition to make on behalf of 
Rodney Stich and be patient with us all who seek to 
bring you facts and truth-it changes every day and 
there is no way to get it all ‘updated”. This is WHY we 
update in diary format as “journals” and STILL, WE 
CAN’T BEGIN TO TOUCH THE IMPORTANT TOP- 
ICS, EVEN IN PASSING. Further, how sad it is that 
Madonna’s book on illicit and perverted sexual prac- 
tices will outsell truth a million to one. The bringer of 
TRUTH will die of starvation while the ‘shedevils” of 
perversion will on YOUR minds on golden-satin 
bed-sheets! Is there not something wrong with this 
picture? 

speak only of things told to us by ones who seem to 
occasionally get some information-perhaps even from 
the insiders involved. That is not our focus nor is there 
any direct contact with anyone involved-THAT WE 
KNOW OF, AND I THINK I WOULD KNOW! We 

WISH there was a contact because I’m sure this paper 
would be ever so much more interesting if this were the 
case. 

Grandma says that Russell Herrman headed up the 
Fifth Column-well, no comment about what Mr. 
Herrman might have been or done but I told you, and 
Grandma, at the time, that Russell Herrman had/has 
NOTHING to do with THIS Fifth Column, but my 
surmise is that he would have been involved in the 
typical Fifth Column activities of his time. He was 
involved in just about every other clandestine group 
and activity-which serves us all dearly well today. 

Grandma didn’t and doesn’t know “bunches of 
things” about either Herrman or what and who hap- 
pened and were involved. Moreover, she has intelli- 
gence enough NOT TO TELL all she knows-I believe. 
I’m certainly sure she does NOT tell u everything- 
why should she? She needs both privacy and security 

and so do WE! 
We will print as much as we can afford spacewise 

and information wise on the Constitutional issues con- 
fronting a world-from her. We can do no better and 
in a FREE PRESS, which is our TOTAL GOAL of 
achievement at WE DO NOT EDIT OIJT 
WHAT DISAGREES WITH OUR OPINIONS-THAT 
IS FOR YOU-THE-PEOPLE TO DISCERN. If we find 
a statement we KNOW not to be correct we will offer 
our observations, nothing more-we will not change to 
suit our “rathers” any story to make it read “our way”. 

We do hold forth the RIGHT to comment in our own 
newspaper! 

So, back to the point, inquiring minds: if you can 
get us hooked up with a contact inside the Fifth Col- 
umn-we would dearly ENJOY running all the infor- 
mation they will share with us. Until that time, we will 
continue to offer what we “hear from other sources” 
and hope it is the truth. We would rather print an error 

The MicrowaterTM Series One machine produces a healthful and refreshing high-altitude, 

electron-rich, free radical scavenging, alkaline water. It also breaks up larger-clustered water. 

It is actually “Wetter”, and therefore able to go to more places in the body, nurturing the 

organs, while removing acid wastes, one of the causes of numerous diseases. This type of 

water is usually found only in high-altitude mountain streams, twisting and turning, bubbling 

over rocks, where it picks up its electrons. Microwater is alive, it functions as a powerful 

antioxidant. In Japan, this water has been successfully used to treat high blood pressure, diabe- 

tes mellitus, constipation and diarrhea, acidosis, and a wide variety of skin conditions. Al- 

though we make no medical claims, try the water for yourself and see what happens. 



will run the research farm were on their way from 

ICKE Canada but have gotten stalled out because of t&in- 
ished red-tape so will not be able to be here for you to 

David Icke is another exceptional author. His new meet and enjoy. However, the trees at the farm make 
release is L( . . nice shade for a picnic-and there are nice broad spaces 

This is certainly one of the more important without trees which can also be a nice contrast. We are 
books of current publications. No author can be 100% still in the mode of weed control in order to plant this 
correct because all facts are not 100% KNOWN TO Fall, so the fields are not planted and that offers handy 
THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF MAN. However, do try to use for other things. 
access that which gives you growing insight. 

We had hoped David would honor us with a visit 
Perhaps, even, Bob James would share his plane 

and piloting skills along with E. J. and give you visitors 
during the middle of August and have an opportunity to a view of this beautiful valley from the air. We note, 
speak. We are looking forward to seeing Dr. Cloutier also, that one of the events during the town Festival 
who has long been one of our closest friends and the includes air rides, etc. There would be one advantage 
hope was that David Icke would be traveling with him to local rides, however: the price is right-or, maybe 
while David made his speaking tour. We will have to you can pitch in for gas. These are BOTH “instructor” 
wait and see what happens. pilots and Bob assures us the plane has just undergone 

It appeared my speaker would be in court-but with its “annual” so is in excellent condition. 
the reduction of ability to have “a case”, it likely won’t A few of you have thought of moving to this area. 
run into that period of mid-August so we shall see what This might be a good time to look it over, for during 
emerges. It is the most important TIME since August the Mountain Festival the town is on good behavior and 
17, 19871 We have to be very, very cautious. That it would be a nice little vacation trip for anyone. It 
aside, if you find David Icke in seminar anywhere near isn’t exactly EXCITING on a daily basis-but it is 
you-try to hear him! fairly close-in routing to Disneyland, etc. We still have 

These writers must depend on seminar income and nasty laws on the books so please do not expect close 
book sales to LIVE. We don’t yet have assets to assist encounters of the hugging kind but we are never, 
them and therefore we can’t ask them to interrupt their NEVER, absent from this location in one form or 
“earning” periods with “just visiting” if there is con- another! 
flict. Some of you have been fed some pretty bad trashing 

I would, however, truly enjoy a chance to have about us and perhaps you might enjoy seeing, first 
interchange with David-personally, If that can be hand, THE TRUTH. 
arranged out here during the mid-August period of time Then, to you who still hear regularly from the 

when a lot of you would be attending the local Moun- Green Brigade, don’t believe what you are told. “They” 
tain Festival, it would be most “interesting”, I’m sure. keep telling you that the destruction of ‘us” and the 
MAN is a bundle of LIGHT ENERGY and David ex- Ekkers is at hand. No, in fact, after this old case is 
presses this very well indeed. And PLEASE, readers, over, we shall turn our full attention to these liars and 
you do not have to be under “mind control” to use and cheats. There is full CONSPIRACY to destroy, dam- 
CONTROL your mind! And further, there is a whale of age, unfairly compete, theft and perjury to confront- 
a difference in the use of hypnosis in healing and self- yes indeed, IN COURTI They are letting Abbott and 
use and truumo-buard w&d control though Horton contact O’Connor for hearing at the Supreme 
TRANC~FORMATION! When you stop feeding on Court of the U.S.-GREAT! We have wondered just 
the GARBAGE you will find your world ever so much how to get a hearing THERE! THEY OBVIOUSLY 
better, more interesting, and worthy of your journey HAVE FAR MORE FUNDS FOR STUPID AND FOOL- 
through. ISH LITIGATION THAN DO WE, SO HAVE AT IT. It 

If you are coming here to visit and so, too, should seems hard to believe that they would go to a court to 
David Icke, I’m sure you will be able to obtain his books take up time of the U.S. Supreme Court in the face of 
directly from him and that makes it ever so much more TWO STATE SUPREME COURTRULINGS AGAINST 
warm and memorable. I know that you will not have THEM. Well, the U.S. Supreme Court has granted 
time to order the book, study it and then have much Abbott and Horton a time to enter their plea-but have 
information input prior to that date so take this into NOT RENDERED A STAY OF LOWER COURT RUL- 
consideration. INGS (I wonder if that will matter in the least...!?) The 

We have had to take such a low profile in our Supreme Court of the United States does not even have 
communities and publicly until these miserable en- standing to consider this foolishness. MR. GREEN 
counters in the courts are through as to be impatient for CLAIMS TO BE A MILLIONAIRE MANY TIMES 
such participation. This has also caused great inability OVER-SO WE ASSUME THAT TO BE CORRECT 
to raise funds on our own account so we have been AND PERHAPS HE SHOULD CAREFULLY LOOK 
unable to help the ones who are actually our teammates. AT JUST WHO AND WHAT IS CHARGINGHIM AND 
THAT IS JUST ABOUT TO END, READERS, ON “HIS” THEIR ARMS AND LEGS-TO CONTINUE 
BOTH ACCOUNTS. Then, one of the first things we THE SILLY COURT MOTIONS IN SPITE OF BEING 
plan to BUILD is a hall where we can have these RULED AGAINST OVER AND OVER AND OVER 
seminars along with facilities where people can come AGAIN! 
and stay while enjoying a vast’ array of speakers and By the way, people, we don’t go down easily-in 
participants. You don’t need E.T.s to have the best fact IF THERE IS NOT ALLOWABLE HEARING IN 
information available and, when our funding is in THIS PROPERTY CASE-WE WILL BOTH APPEAL 
place-the costs will be as minimal as we can make IT AND ASK THE GRAND JURY TO INVESTIGATE 
them along with paying the speakers so there can be THE UNDERLYING CIRCUMSTANCES. We cer- 
“living capability” for these brave and daring people tainly KNOW that if there is a ruling in favor of the 
who have tried to lead you into TRUTH and HOME! Ekkers that Steven Horn WILL APPEAL ANY RUL- 

I am reminded by Dharma that one or two people ING. No, it NEVER ends when attorneys in this 
have been somewhat “discouraged” about coming to modern injustice system come into play. Further, since 
visit this area in mid August. This stance, I’m sure, is the world is now ruled by ATTORNEYS in every 
because of the full schedule “elsewhere” of Dharma- political slot of Government-you-the-people have not 
for sharing. I can’t plan on her to do much other than a chance of an icecube in Hell of justice. The courts do 
“be here” but we see no reason visitors who plan to not have interest in truth and justice and have not in 
come to the area should change such plans. We will any kind of case for decades. Most certainly THE 
have to keep the same security petitions in place and VICTIMS ARE THE LAST PLAYERS GIVEN CON- 
there may be some work to be accomplished, i.e., Greg SIDERATION, basically, on either side. It has become 
and Debbie Sullivan plan to come and finish painting at just one more very VISIBLE fact of life. 
the farm (the outside of the house). Our friends who Salu. 

This was THE first work by “dharma”, 

thought to be a Fantasy but now appreci- 

ated as the beginning of an en-Light-ening 

Reality Journey. With help from Little 

Crow of the Lakota, Dharma’s public mis- 

sion of translation for Higher Teachers 

begins here, as a sensitive love story of 

the Purification Times, which brings to- 

gether a mystical “ancient” group from 

the “past”, a Pleiadian space expedition 

from the “future”, and some awakening 

volunteers from Earth’s “present”. 

Ou’~~~e,y is in the early stages 

of being made into a motion picture utiliz- 

ing the Pleiadian advanced technology of 

Futuronics. 
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Space Brothers 
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proclaim the coming of the New Age, the Age of 

During the 1966-67 period a series of high-level 
N.A.T.O. conferences were held. Among those present 
was a famous N.A.T.O. official named Aurelio Peccei, 
and the then little-known Dr. Zbigniew Brzezinski. 
The final decisions of those N.A.T.O. conferences were 
to apply a series of long term policies throughout the 
Western World for the purpose of inducing a transition 
to a technologically “steady-state”, “zero-growth”, 
“post-industrial society”. The Soviet bloc was sup- 
posed to be skillfully induced to gradually evolve to- 
ward a similar type of “steady-state” equilibrium sys- 
tem. Following the N.A.T.O. conferences, the Council 
on Foreign Relations attempted to start the “induce- 
ment process” with the Soviets by jointly establishing 
the Vienna International Institute of Applied Systems 
Analysis. The S.A.L.T. arms control negotiations and 

7/21/96 RAY BILGER ment of the Navy. I.S.R. now does contract work for nuclear non-proliferation processes got underway. Also, 
well over a hundred of the nation’s 500 firms. a massive increase in world drug traffic appeared. 

The idea of the New Age, or the Age of Aquarius, Making note of these various institutions of social Aurelio Peccei went to the Tavistock Institute in En- 
first surfaced in a public institution for mass popular- research and behavioral sciences is necessary to lay a gland and the brainwashing specialists of the Tavistock 
ization, at Esalen Institute in Big Sur, California, clear foundation for the formation of Esalen and why network went to work internationally. The era of 
which was founded in 1962. When Esalen took offin thcgeperal population was introduced to the idea of the government by “crisis management” had arrived. 
1967 it became the mecca of hundreds of Americans Age of Aquarius. In May of 1974 one of the organizations of the 
who paid exhorbitant fees for weekends of T-Groups, The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations, men- Tavistock network, the Stanford Research Institute, 
the “Training Groups” modeled on behavioral group tioned above, is the mother organization for all the conducted a study entitled “Changing Images of 
therapy; for Zen, Hindu and Buddhist transcendental other institutions mentioned, as well as many others Contract Number URH (489)-2150. From this, the 
meditation; and for “out of body” experiences through Got mentioned, including the Rand Corporation, the Stanford Research Institute’s Center for the Study of 
simulated and actual hallucinogenic dNgS. Stanford Research Institute of Stanford University, the Social Policy produced Policy Research Report No. 41 

Esalen’s nominal founders were two transcenden- Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology’s Alfred P. Sloan 4.74. The 3 19-page report was prepared by a team of 14 
tal meditation students, Michael Murphy and Richard School of Management, the University of Pennsylvania’s researchers and supervised by a supervisory panel of 23 
Price, who had been through years of mind dissolution Wharton School’s Management and Behavioral Sci- controllers, including members from the United Na- 

at the Aurobindo Ashram inPondicherry, India. Murphy ence Institute, and so on. The point is that Tavistock tions and British Intelligence. Thus, a leaderless but 
was a Stanford University Department of Psychology controls the key business schools and related social powerful network was working to bring about radical 
alumnus and former resident scholar at the Stanford engineering think tanks around the world. If this change in the United States. This great shuddering, 
Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences sounds too amazing, let’s check Tavistock. irrevocable shift overtaking us is not a new political, 
(C.A.S.B.S.) duringthe late 1950s. Price wasa Stanford Tavistock was founded as a clinic in 1921, to. serve religious or philosophical system. It is a new mind- 
University Medical Center behavioral psychologist who as a psychological think tank for the British Intelli- the ascendance of a startling world view. People, 
participated in Dr. Rudolf Moos’ experiments on pa- gence Services. The man who shaped Tavistock and generally, do not seem to be able to comprehend what 
tients at the Palo Alto Veterans Hospital and worked who developed what is called the “Tavistock Method” kinds of motivation our brainwasher social-psycholo- 
with Murphy at the C.A.S.B.S. during the same period. was Brigadier General John Rawlings Rees. Rees gists could possibly have for doing this to us. If the 

In 1963, Abraham Maslow moved to Esalen. He is recognized that the same techniques used in psycho- motivation cannot be comprehended, then the motiva- 
the author of a which therapy to cure an individual of his neuroses or psycho- tion “does not exist”. And if the motivation does not 
became Esalen’s bible. Maslow was a top group dy- sis could be applied to make him sicker. Rees proposed exist, then the action that derives from it does not exist; 
namics leader at National Training Laboratories before that this “retrogressive psychology” could be applied to therefore the “Aquarian Conspiracy”. 
moving to Esalen, where he took over direction of large numbers of individuals, who could be driven To top all this, in July of 1980, a major intema- 
Murphy and Price’s work. neurotic or psychotic and therefore controlled. It is on tional conference was held in Toronto, Canada, under 

National Training Laboratories was founded in this premise that the entire Tavistock method rests. the title of “First Global Conference on the Future”, 
1947 with funding from the Office of Naval Research, Thus, the psychological warfare that worked so attended by over 4,000 social engineers, cybernetics 
the Carnegie Corporation, and with direct assistance well in World War.11 was, after the War, applied to the experts and futurologists from all the think The 
from the Tavistock Institute of Human Relations of population at large. The tool for driving a society mad purpose of the conference, in the words of its chairman, 
Sussex, England. N.T.L.‘s staff came from the Insti- is repeated “psychological shocks” or “stressful events”. Maurice Strong, chairman of Petro-Canada and a high- 
tute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. Sound like what we have today? ranking British Intelligence officer during World War 
The Institute for Social Research is the product of the Rees reasoned that if population could be put II, “The time has come to move from thinking and 

1947 merger between the Survey Research Center, through “stress tests” it was possible to first predict a dialogue to action. This conference will become the 
founded in 1946, and the Center for Research in Group response and then, through altering the range of per- launchingpadforthatimportantactiontooccurinthel98Os~. 
Dynamics. ceived choices, to direct responses in an intended direc- Close investigation of the preparatory activities of 

The Survey Research Center has been described as tion. In this way whole societies can be “profiled” and the conference participants and the in-house studies of 
the preeminent social profiling institution in the U.S.A. controlled. This is the essence of what is called a the social-engineering think tanks that participated, 
Through its connections to other,polling services, such “controlled psychological environment”. has confirmed conclusively that the “decisive action” 
as the Gallup Poll and Harris Poll, it has the ability to In today’s world where we have crisis after crisis, the chairman was speaking about was nothing less than 
get instant readings on the population’s response to this scenario is played out in what is termed “crisis the brainwashing’of the entire human species. 
policy initiatives, and to reshape response. management”. The formula for “crisis management” Take a look, for a moment, at just what our eyes 

The Institute for Social Research was set up with is; crisis creation plus crisis solution equals crisis have been able to see and our ears have been able to hear 
original funding from the National Institute of Mental control. A crisis is created, and the desired solution is every hour of the day and night for at least the last 
Health, the Rockefeller Foundation and the Depart then introduced. 

Rees’ goal was to use psychological shock troops to 
build a society “where it is possible for people of every 
social group to have treatment when they need it, even 
when they do not wish it, without its being necessary to 
invoke law”. Have they been successful? 

With all of the above background in mind, let us 
now take up a summary presentation of what is meant 
by the Aquarian Conspiracy and the New Age or Age of 
Aquarius, which the entire social psychology establish- 
ment is now mobilized to impose upon our society. 

As you may well know, there are literally thousands 
of counter-culture newspapers and magazines which 

fifteen years. We have heard about sex education 
programs in which grammar school children are in- 
structed in masturbation and “alternate life styles” 
such as homosexuality, transvestitism, lesbianism, pros- 
titution, and so forth. We have heard, or seen, or lost 
relatives to the Hare Krishna, the Moonies, and numer- 
ous other exotic religious cults. We have seen or heard 
about the charismatic movements, liberation theology, 
the new religious fundamentalism, the P.T.L. (“Praise 
the Lord”) shows on television, and of course we have 
Islamic fundamentalism coming out of our ears. We are 
also well aware that this country-right now is going 
through the worst drug epidemic in its history. Alco- 
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holism, drug addiction and suicide are at all-time 
highs. (As an irony to this, if one reads the well- 
documented book by Rodney Stich, entitled 

we see that the very U.S. Government agen- 
cies which were supposed to be fighting the “war on 
drugs”, are instead actually involved in bringing mas- 
sive quantities of drugs into this country; namely, the 
Central Intelligence Agency, the Drug Enforcement 

Agency, and the U.S. Customs Service.) And, violence 
and criminal activity are widespread and increasing. 

This picture is only the raw empirical side of the 
story, the surface impression that every citizen gets by 
merely observing what is going on. A closer examina- 
tion of the matter, as has been outlined in this paper, 
indicates that approximately 15 million of our citizens 
are participating in one active form or another in the 
outfits of this organized insanity. 

Those persons who feel that all of what is happen- 
ing is somehow an aberration, are generally being 
grossly misinformed by the very controlled media they 
expect to be bringing us the truth. The truth is, they are 

bringing us propaganda. 
The central conclusion that should be reached upon 

finishing a careful examination of all of the above is 
that the moral, material, cultural and intellectual decay 
that you are witnessing every day in our cities and 
towns is not accidental, not a “sociological phenom- 
enon”, not an “act of god”, but a deliberately induced 
social crisis. 

As this “system” works upon us and our families, 
you may witness your once-gifted, bright, agile child 
gradually turn into a withdrawn, passive zombie listen- 
ing endlessly to rock-and-roll, all the fire gone out, all 
interest in the future extinguished. For you, life may 
become empty of significance, you may become dis- 
couraged, demoralized, withdrawn-and not surpris- 
ingly. You have been preprogrammed to react with 
dejection and withdrawal. On the basis of this reac- 
tion-formation, they plan to brainwash you just as they 
have done to your child. We must continually be lied to 
becausethosearmedwiththetrutharenoteasilycontrolled. 

As an example, to name but a few, the New Left 
movement, the Vietnam War, the antiwar movement, 
the Watergate scandal, environmentalism and the slow 
and deliberate destruction of American technology were 
all preplanned social-engineering projects. 

New Age thinkers (those who have been success- 
fully brainwashed by the formulations and policies of 
our social-engineering think tanks) would have us 
believe, just as they have been told, that indeed there 
are bad things going on in the world, but that a new age 
of enlightenment is coming, and all we need do is 
meditate on positive energy and send light and love to 
the negative, and things will somehow get better. To 
meditate on the light and love of God can certainly be 
good, but to fail to take the concrete actions which are 
necessary to oust our controllers makes us the unwit- 
ting tools who help perpetuate their policies and allows 
them to hit us with even more of their corrupt plans. 
This practice escalates spirally until we are so utterly 
confused, and such chaos reigns, that we are easily 
controlled and manipulated to do exactly what they 
want us to do at any given moment. 

Until we all stand up and not only demand, but 
actually create, meaningful changes ourselves, there is 
little hope of reversing our downward course. With all 
of the means of control beyond the comprehension of 
most of us, it is difficult to see much good coming our way. 

Therefore, we must not react in the predictable way 
we have been preprogrammed to do. We must resist 
being selfish in our private agony. We must now grow 
greater than our private agony and concern ourselves 
with the agony of our nation. 

In short, it is time to wake the town and tell the 
people. Is this the Age of Aquarius, or the age of who 
controls who for what reasons? (Much of the informa- 
tion contained herein can be corroborated in the book 
by Dr. John Coleman entitled 

a 
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from the failure of more than 700 
savings institutions in the 1980s and early 1990s as a 
result of mismanagement, fraud and an economic down- 
turn in states like Texas and California. 

“The bad news in this report is that the cost of the 
failure of many thrift institutions, with interest, ap- 
proaches half a trillion dollars and that taxpayer 

8/l/96 PHYLLIS LINN sentative of the people of Georgia,” pledged “to coop- countability due to bonds issued will continue through 
crate in any way we can.” [He HAS, the year 2030,” said Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, chairman 

cur BONO? Congressional leaders also agreed to reconsider a of the House Banking committee. “The good news is 
half-dozen Clinton proposals, including: that America’s fmncial institutions today are stronger 

An amendment to the Electronic Communications and sounder than in many years, that the bank and 
Everything is connected and tits together to fuel Privacy Act to allow law officers to conduct “roving savingsandloaninsurancefundsarepositivelycapital- 

the NW0 agenda. For example, government-sponsored wiretaps” on criminal suspects who switch phones ized and that prudent regulation is in place.” 
of “terrorism” are useful scams to focus condemna- frequently, and to get copies of suspects* local phone do a 

tion on targeted groups-“right wing radicals”, Ar- records. 
abs-enemies of the Khazarian empire, wherever they A change in the Posse Comitatus Act that strictly 
may lurk. Whenever you wonder the purpose behind limits the use of the military in law enforcement. The 
some news “event”, just observe what comes next. This amendment would allow military experts to investigate 
example comes from the July 30 issue of the (Los cases in which biological, chemical or nuclear weapons I thought I’d pass along this recent 
Angeles) [quoting:] used. up account as an example of a bizarre turn of irony, 

WASHINGTON-After back-to-back explosions Outbreak.] [quoting:] 
that killed and maimed Americans, Democrats and The creation of a protocol that allows law officers DADEVILLE, Ala. (AP)-A man who lost an early- 
Republicans in Congress are promising to swiftly pass to gain access to computer data transmitted in code. morning Blblequoting contest killed the man who beat 
counterterrorism measures that they rejected this spring. A faster and more sweeping study on the potential him, police said. Gabel Taylor, 38, was shot once in the 

uses of “taggants”, chemical markers that can help face outside his apartment Thursday. Police are search- 
trace the sources of some explosives. ing for the suspect, whose name was not released and 

Making it a federal crime to post bomb-making who is believed to have left Dadeville, about SO miles 
Constitution YOU!] instructions on computer networks. northeast of Montgomery, Police Chief Terry Wright 
Congressional leaders met with President said. Taylor, a preacher’s brother and the suspect were 
Clinton, Attorney General Janet Reno and FBI Director comparing their Bible knowledge outside 

Freeh, and later agreed to gather again today to L complex, each quoting different versions of the same 
craft a list of new protections Soon the country will as as New Jersey, passage, police said. the his 

Leaders in both parties agreed to try to rush the as reported in a recent issue of ZNZ’EL- and realized he was wrong, witnesses said. “He said 
measures through Capitol Hill by Friday, when Con- and reprinted in the August issue Taylor did know more and that made him mad,” Wright 
gress will begin its summer recess of [quoting:] quoted witnesses as saying. The man threatened Tay- 

“1. But the legislation could be slowed be- Republican New Jersey Gov. Christine Whitman lor, saying, “I’ll kill you before the night is out.” 
cause of concerns over civil liberties and opposition 
from gun lobbyists. 

signed into law Assembly Bill No. 22 1.: This law makes 
a crime involving an unlawful sale:transport or dis- 

“When the bomb went off in Centennial Park in posal of a firearm punishable by mandatory sentence of 
Atlanta, that park immediately became our national life imprisonment with a minimum of 25 years before 
common ground, a symbol of our determination” to being eligible for parole and up to a $500,000 fine... This upbeat report comes from the July 26 issue of 

defeat terrorism, President Clinton said at the start of Never before in the history of U.S. gun control has a the (Fort Worth, Texas) [quoting:] 
Monday’s meeting. House Speaker Newt Gingrich, pure anti-gun law (not involving the unlawful use of a CAIRO, Egypt-Martin Richardson of Britain went 

“speaking as a representative of Atlanta and a repre- firearm against another) been so harsh and extreme in for a swim Tuesday among dolphins but found they 
its penalty. a were much more than gentle playmates. They can be 

lifesavers. Richardson, 29, was swimming a half-mile 
off Marsa Bareika in the Red Sea when a shark attacked 
him. “Something took a bite of my side,” Richardson 
said Wednesday from el-Tur. “I started panicking for 
a bit, then it took another chunk of my upper arm.” 
Richardson’s companions then watched as three bottle- 
nose dolphins encircled the wounded man, and flapped 
their fins and tails to scare off the shark. “This 
defensive behavior of dolphins is common when moth- 

BY Richardson W. ers are protecting their calves from predators,” said a 
of statement by the Recanati Center for Maritime Studies 

this article appeared in at the University of Haifa in Israel. The statement said 
the 13 issue of the the dolphins continued to circle for several minutes until 

(California) Richardson’scomDanionsreachedhim, Richardsonshould 

eRte~nia~ Park, meet 

[quoting:] . ’ I be released from ihe hospital next week. 

WASHINGTON-The most 
comprehensive government 
study so far on the costs of the 
savings and loan bailout was 
released Friday by the General 
Accounting Offtce [Z 

plac- 
ing a total price tag on the de- 
bacle of nearly a half-trillion 
dollars-including more than 
$130 billion from taxpayers. 
The figures are roughly in line 
with previous estimates, and 
include both direct and indirect 
costs as well as interest pay- 
ments that will stretch out for 
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Dodger players Mike Piazza, left, and Eric Karros, second from 
right, offer thanks to LaSorda-do they KNOW? 

Things are NOT as they appear! Nowhere is this 
more true thau in the mainstream media. Baseball- 
that *wholesome American pastime” is the supreme 
example. Here are a few news snippets on the retire- 
ment of the Dodgers’ much touted manager, Tommy 
Lasorda, from the July 30 issue of the (Los Angeles) 
DAILY NEWS, (quoting:] 

Tom Lasorda, manager of the Dodgers for 19 l/2 
seasons, announced his retirement Monday, one month 
after he suffered a heart attack. 

After the (heart attack), you begin to think of so 
many other things that are important,” said Lasorda, 
his voice choking with emotion. “I got to thinking 
about my little granddaughter and how I’d like to be 
around when she goes to school. I’d like to spend time 
with my wife and my daughter and my son-in-law.” 

The Dodgers’ perennial father figure, now old 
enough to be some of his players’ grandfather, fit- 
tingly said his official goodbye before a, few of the 
children Monday. Everyone noticed stars Mike Piazza 
and Eric Karros sitting in the crowd, listening to Tom 
Lasorda announce his retirement after 20 years a 
Dodgers manager. But nearly lost in the rear of the 

,. Stadium Club, hiding behind a pair of dark sunglasses, 
pitcher Chan Ho Park also showed up to witness the 
farewell. “I said ‘I must be here and see it,“’ Park said. 
“I feel very sad. He’s like a father. He’s my American 
father. He takes care of me. I want to play here and 
show him I can play many, many games.” 

Baseball was his game, but motivation was his life. 
From selling diet supplement drinks to getting sick 
kids out of hospital beds. The man was-is-a master 
of motivation. [End of quoting.] 

Before we get too sucked into this glowing tribute, 
remember to read between the lines. “Master of moti- 
vation”? Yes indeed1 Remember what Cathy O’Brien 
reported about LaSorda in 
America, [quoting:] 

My programmed mind contained a “baseball com- 
puter” that was created for Reagan, and used by many 
including Thornburgh, Lasorda, Dante, and Zerilla. It 
was packed with the kinds of statistics in which they 
were interested; the codes, keys, triggers and hand 
signals of certain mind-controlled baseball players. 
Zerilla and Thornburgh were cruising en route to the 
Dominican Republic to the CIA baseball mind-control 

farm to scout out new slaves. They certain ones through Thomburgh and others as gleaned 
talked excitedly about the prospect of from my “baseball computer” programming. [End of 
winning large sums of money through quoting.] 
gambling on 
rigged 
games. Ihad 
been aware 
for ‘years 
that many 
pro players, 
particularly 
Lasorda’s 
Dodgers, 

Yan- 

were mind- 
controlled 
and trig- 
gered to win 
or lose ac- 
cording 
their own- 
ers’ bets and 
favors. The 
Dodgers, 
Reagan’s 
“favorite 
American 
pastime” ball team continuously won Other passages in 

the World Series during his Adminis- relate Lasorda’s sex4 appetite for Monarch slaves- 

tration. The Mafia was in on the bet not exactly the wholesome hero presented for your 

rigging, and information was passed to consumption in the Daily Newsi 



On Passing. Time 

And Confronting Choices 

ested with whom you take-off in some shiny saucer and 
to where “he” (the driver) might be headed-suppose it 
is to the local slave-labor salt mine’? 

GOOD. EVIL. AND 
WHO GIVES A DAMN’? 

8/l/96 #1 HATONN 

DAYS COME AND DAYS PASS 

Is today, August 1, 1996, not quite the same as was 
yesterday, the 3 1st of July, 19961 Unless something 
outrageous happens BOTH dates will be lost in the 
entropy of passage. Depending on whatever might be 
your occupation, it is likely that you won’t even take 
note of the event of the change. However, if you, like 
Dharma, have to keep logs and diaries, you will, of 
necessity for the records, have to note the details of 
time and time’s correct labels. She 
has just had to change from July to 
August and do all the other thinas in 

Would you feel more secure, if you be Jewish, if the 
visitor is in an SS-black ATF uniform with an auto- 
matic nuclear-tipped ammunition-loader AND a Nazi 
emblem on his shirt? Or would you prefer someone you 
KNOW has both A SHUTTLE CRAFT and knows how 
to fly it and also has an obvious respect and reverence 
for YOUR LIFE? Or, will you just say, “I’m waiting for 
God to save me?” What then will you say about God 
when HE tells you, “Ah, but I sent you a shuttle?” and 
the “GOD WITHIN is supposed to be your intelli- 
gence-after all, you said so yourselfl” Or will you 

ABOUT IT! wait for Mr. Clinton’s gang to come and herd you off to 
OK, now you know about Grandfather’s death- your “placement” security-in a compound from which 

what impact has it now? Let us surmise that Grandfa- you physically cannot escape? Suppose Mr. Clinton is 
ther was elderly and had Alzheimer’s with cancer and off to the Bohemian Grove playing with Bush when the 
in pain all the time. You loved him, or maybe you big Bang comes down? By the way, Welfare is going, 
didn’t but, either way-you likely justify the lack of going, GONE...! I! WHO IS GOING TO HELP YOU, 
real emotion you feel because you thought it better he be ROD? AH, DO YOU THINK THE ONES YOU TRIED 
transitioned anyway. DILIGENTLY TO DESTROY WILL BE WAITING ON 

BUT, now suppose that Grandfather was quite yqung YOUR DOORSTEP FOR YOU TO CHANGE YOUR 
and owned the very BUSINESS in which you would MIND? I DON’T THINK SO. If you lie about me, try 
take over as owner on your return. Ah, but you couldn’t everything you know to destroy me-1 don’t think you 
be reached for input and the business was TAKEN by a had better expect me to feed you and attend your whims 

hostile takeover and fancies. If you deny me before our FATHER, I shall 
and Grandfather deny you as surely as you “think you exist”. I do not 

turn from LOVE-I TURN FROM EVILI “Evil” is 
simply that which pulls or pushes one HIS 
PATH TO GOODNESS GOD. Sin is simply 
“error” in actions by acting with-GUT the laws of God. 
On Earth it is called a “violation” of laws. Evil is 
always connected to the LAWS OF GOD AND CRE- 
ATION-violations on Earth are connected to the rules 

the\ heading” for file reference-and 
already she cannot tell you, without 
moving to the top of the heading, 
what date shows in the new calendar 
without focus on the memory of 
changing the day count. faced with ongo- 

I find that interesting for in only . ing legal fees for 
a few short days there will come a 
NEW YEAR which ends a decade IN THE TRANSI- 
TION PERIOD COMPARABLE TO B.C./A.D. (or now, 
C.E. for Common Era). But readers, you can’t label 
passage of sequence to simply fit a uman’s” pattern or 
presence. There is order in the Universe and to change 
a date, a year, a Planet-does not do anything to the 
Universe. EnergychangesUniversalperceptionsandreality. 

Now she sits stunned for “time” perception is that 
in the beginning of our work she was told that the most 
impressive changes would be occurring, in her direc- 
tion of work-flow, within the 4-to-7 years following our 
connections, That has been so. Then we told her that 
the most remarkable impact of a changing time on the 
Planet would become recognized in the years 1996 
through the new decade which will happen by August of 
1997. To realize that a decade of service has all but 
passed without more perception of its real passage than 
is in the changing of dates via a keyboard is shocking 
to the person in point. 

From another standpoint, the perception must be 
faced that such impacts upon the person, no matter who 
might be the person, of LIFE “happening” and events 
becoming reality to your senses, and you have only the 
memories upon which to base your perception-at all. 
A “date” change is meaningless unless something out 
of the ordinary either “happens” or plans made take 
place--or if they don’t take place-why didn’t they? 
Further, you will find that you can only remember a 
“thing” if it impacts YOU. Great wars begin, but if you 
are unaware of the start-you will only remember 
WHEN IT IMPACTED YOU! This is WHY it is so easy 
to distract and lie to you. Let me use an example: say 
that your Grandfather dies but you are away on a 
sabbatical leave working in Lower Slobovia and have 
no mail access. Grandfather dies the day you leave for 
your trip and you are gone for several years without 
news of home. When does the impact of Grandfather’s 

finding 
and regulations (and allowances) of human physical 

the presentation. To act against the laws of man is called 
killer. In addition, your Father had an emotional “criminal”. To act against and with-OUT the LAWS 
breakdown and was injured in an accident (the “staged” OF GOD is called “evil”-no more and no less. You 
accident) which took the Grandfather. So, now, there will always answer over the LAWS of God-WITHIN 
is no one with whom you can have counsel. You come SELF if no other. You may or may not get “caught” in 
home to also find your Mother with terminal cancer and violating the laws of Man. There is, however, no prison 
your Grandmother in a most expensive “rest* home, so painful as the prison of SOUL who realizes the 
your wife (or husband) has left you, and the kids are in TRUTH and finds himself to be ‘IEVIL”. It may well 
juvenile incarceration for drug selling! take a while in coming-BUT IT ALWAYS COMES, 

Things have suddenly taken a sharp turn onto your EVEN IF IT BE ON THE VERY TRIP TO “WHER- 
plate-have they not? EVER” IF THE EVIL IS BAD ENOUGH-IT 

If you had KNOWN of the things taking place, as WON’T BE ON THE ROAD TO GOD’S IMMEDIATE 
they took place you may well have been able to change COMPANY-KEEPING, DECISION-MAKING AND/ 
the entire scenario. OR “CREATING” 

Rod Ence/Enx told “Mr. Kentucky” that our work With this in mind am I supposed to somehow 
was stupid because “for instance, why should I give a absolve you from evil intent and actions against myself 
damn about Clinton? Clinton is not within my world and my team? You get absolution from a Holy Roman 
and I am my own God so why waste time, as does (Oxymoron) Priest-not me. If you CONSPIRE in the 
Hatonn, on such things which don’t even impact me?” inner-relationships with MEN who are committing 
Oh, and do you actually think that as President of the crimes while you both help and commit some yourself 
United States in which you are a citizen-it does NOT against these same people of whom you don’t approve 
MATTER what Mr. Clinton is or does? and work with their enemies-YOU ARE AN ENEMY 

The Roswell, N.M. UFO crash now coming into and no matter what you may perceive them or me to 
renewed interest-DOES IT HAVE EFFECT OR AF- be-you are BREAKING THE LAWS OF GOD, CRE- 
FECT ON YOU’? Well, it certainly DOES-regardless 
of whether&t you “believe” in such things as aliens 

ATION a REAL BIG 
PROBLEM. Further, why should anyone with honor 

or alien craft. Suppose it was the ONLY way off and allow you to steal, embezzle, lie, cheat and conspire 
your world is set afire? Where are you going to go look and not make every effort to return that which is stolen 
for your “brothers” from “out there”7 Oh, there aren’t to rightful parties? It is not right OR LAWFUL to steal 
any brothers “out there”? Gh yes there are! Lots of that which is another’s and refusing to FACE TRUTH 
them are already on your place from all sorts of other is not an acceptable response. RIGHT and WRONG are 
star locations, never even minding Pleiades and/or EXCEPT TO THE BRAIN DAMAGED. God 
Hatonn who hails from other places anyway. births this KNOWING with the entity. Moreover, it is 

What about “religious” truths vs. fiction? No wrong when you take your own path but far worse when 
impact? If you are waiting for a man in a white suit or you lie and do these WRONG things as example to your 
a being in silver stretch pants-or a vision in robes- offspring-THEN YOU ARE EVIL1 Sometimes the 
what does this do to your perceptions of who might be children are involved and that is ALSO “criminal”. 
knocking on your door with opportunities beyond your Then, to gather others and call them “friends” to 

death strike you? UmHummnn, when you FIND OUT wildest imaginings? You might especially be inter- 
__ _ _ - - 

support your idiocy--brings them down to your level as 
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accomplices, aiders and abetters. In other words, you 
form A CONSPIRACY BY YOUR VERY CONNEC- 
TIONS. 

A lot of you misfits have fed garbage to Mr. Horn, 
for instance, so it matters not whether the “right” wins 
or loses-YOU WILL HAVE LOST, FOR YOU 
CHEATED-AND-YOU SUCKED IN AN ALREADY 
LESS THAN RESPECTED PERSON INTO YOUR 
OWN MUCK. THIS MAKES HIM A PARTY TO 
“CONSPIRACY”. YOU MAY THINK THIS SIMPLY 
ALLOWS YOU 
A “FREE” AT- 
TORNEY- 
WELL, MR. 
HORN NEVER 
DID A THING 
FOR “FREE” IN 
HIS ENTIRE 
LIFE! NEI- 
THER ARE MR. 
ABBOTT AND/ 
OR HORTON. 
THEY ARE, IN 
FACT, DE- 

may find THE TRUTH and realization “happens”. It comes into realization. If you lie-you teach lying or 
can only, however, happen in LIGHT if you experience betrayal. If he sees you lie-he either has to betray 

and open self to that truth in LIGHT. If you only follow himself, you, or TRUTH and this rests on SOUL like a 

the Dark Banditos you are going to be stuck with shroud of death. If you make your children choose 
ignorance and dark revelation. If nothing matters “but between your example and TRUTH-guess what! Since 
self” you will be stuck with a VERY IGNORANT the child knows the difference-first goes respect and, 
SELF! When you, further, effort at convincing others after there is no longer respect-the child, in his mis- 

to join into YOUR IGNORANCE OF DELIBERATE ery, will make WRONG CHOICES to damage himself 
LIES, you err even more greatly-for you then bear and HURT YOU. Ultimately it will only be himself he 
responsibility of blinding another and, in God’s world can damage-but that will not relieve you of your own 

-of perfect good- 
ness-that be- 
comes a far 
larger error than 
that which only 
attends “self”. 
When YOU 
MISTRAIN that 
which is left into 

your care, i.e., 
children, you 
have grossly 
erred for those 
children are 

YOUR responsibility to nurture in the ways of righ- HOMOSEXUALITY 

teousness that THEY might find eternal LIFE in the 
places of the Lamb, in the security of the Perfect 
Shepherd. 

penalties &id self-hatred for accomplishing his troubles. 
You can rectify these things through forgiveness, self- 
forgiveness, TRUTH, LOVE and total integrity-but 
damage is slow to heal if there is no foundation of 
TRUTH and responsibility to base a new building, the 
individual will always have no worthy foundation and 
will base his own existence on greed, having, envy and 
all those things which pulled down the “Father”. This 
is what is meant about “THE SINS OF THE FATHER 
ARE RESTED ON THE SON”, ETC. A good “Mother” 
is not an offset-only a blessing to the extent she can 
build some semblance of foundation. Likewise when 
the roles are reversed. 

STROYING SOME OF “YOU” TO GET THE LOOT 
AT ANY AND ALL 

These are parables, readers, of the way LIFE and 
TRUTH work. You don’t have to be a Baptist or a 
Rocket Scientist to realize I speak the TRUTH. More- 
over, it is wise, if nothing else, to KNOW WHAT 
YOUR NATIC?NAL PRESIDENT IS DOING-BE- 
CAUSE YOU CAN IT EFFECTS YOU. It is 

more important to watch what takes place and is blamed 
on “everyone” and “everything” OTHER THAN THE 
TRUE PERPETRATORS. It is especially important to 
watch who and what is being played out at the Repub- 
lican Convention because that group of Bushes are 
pretty cool in their relationships. Your country is never 
EVER going to be the same again. Elections mean 
NOTHING-but you can watch what the players DO 

and get a good idea of what is coming into play. You 
are out of time for the Zionists’ PLAN 2000 coincides 
with other MAJOR PLANS to bring the world into 
control and both/all of these referenced “plans” are of 
adversarial, or “Satanic”, intent and origin. 

You DO have an opportunity to change these 
things-but I wonder if you will do so in time to make 
an impact while there is yet freedom enough to accom- 
plish much other than survival of a few. Who will 
“dare”? 

You may observe and objectively assume it is some- 
how “my duty” to attend your needs. NO INDEED, IT 
IS NOT MY AFFAIR I CAN POINT THE WAY-BUT 
I AM NOT YOUR “KEEPER” NOR AM I ALLOWED 
TO INTERFERE WITH YOUR AFFAIRS. We will 
accomplish our mission as laid forth and accepted in 
responsibility to the very best of our capabilities. We 
will search and make an effort through any resources 
willing and able to allow for accomplishment of that 
mission and all of you CAN beneflt if you so choose. I 
can’t, however, SAVE ANYTHING. Even to “picking 
you up” becomes a short fuse between “abduction” and 
“willing riders”. We do NOT ABDUCT! And, if you 
are nothing more than “willing riders” it is likewise 
unacceptable in intent-YOUR intent. Anyone can 
take you for a ride-and that is proven over and over 
again throughout your history as a species. You are 
still moving about on a holograph deck. Most of you are 
still the “pawns” just being pushed and shoved around 
somebody else’s game board and, again, those are 
YOUR choices. 

QTHERS. CHILDREN. AND YOU 

Some of my team will CREATE THE WAY and 
through that way you may well choose to be “on our 
side”, which means what? We!i, net a lot because it is 
still INTENT that shall make the tinai judgement call. 
It does, however, mean that, if exposed to the truth, you 

If your child sees you take even a bolt from a piece 

of equipment to harm another or cause loss to another 
and you hide it with full intent of bringing damage- 
what is the child to do? What is the child to think? If 
you have no signs of importance save unto self-what 
is the child to become? The child KNOWS TRUTH- 
you do not fool a child-but you CAN train a child- 
and he will loathe you for your shortcomings when he 

Homosexuality is NOT a deviation into some form 
of perversion-it comes as a result of THE LIE. When 

an individual at any level realizes that life is NOT AS 
TOLD OR TAUGHT, the retreat is into that which is 
ACCEPTABLE. Since the children of today do not 
know except what they see as being acceptable-will 
try to fit into that which “seems” reasonable. I.e., I 
can’t get along with the opposite sex and I don’t feel 
any of the things I’m told are so wonderful and expmssive, so 
I MUST BE different and, the&o& I must be “whateve?. 

202, 
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Surely if don’t feel like hopping into every bed youCANnow theyaretheRIGHTthingtodo+zonsidertheol&ctiveand 
the ~~cmn soaps--how can be “normal”? Mommy afford another hand and instantly get otm-the focus on DO NOT BOG DOWN IN THE IRRITATION OF THE 
watches that anti enjoys it-so it is ME who doesn’t m&r- the hand needs to CHANGE. Ifyou find the one who stole the MOMENT. For instance, if a law case is to bring truth and 
stand-goes the child’s mind. Moreover, Daddy watches and purpose to itself-w not when the 

reads about all those things big people do and I don’t think 

hand, is it not right to make the face his copse- 

quences-eventhoughyou have abundance andbought a new annoying, is worthy. If, however, the antagonism and am- 
hand7 If he needed that hand for his own missing limb-you stant full-attention is wasteful-act in wisdom Ifthe purpose 

else or become an abuser myself. Respect is absent for parents have, now, an different set of 

fight constantly over these unrealistic THINGS. These are own decision of actions. But if that man stole from just to alarm because it annoys when would rather attend a 

most vicious cycles of behavior and TRAlNING. Confusion make greedy acquisition, nothing makes his actions worthy. concert or a moment of self-retreat. Go “retreat” long enough 
is the NAME OF THE GAME, readers. Confuse you as to This can hold true for lost land, houses, cars--anything. to get intobalance, reprioritize, count your“wins” (which will 
YOUR OWN IDENTITY and you’ve claim to But even in these RESPONSE IS THAT be far keep 

BALANCE. WHICH IS URGENTLY IN NEED OF FOCUS. Why do you right on keeping on for everything IMPACTS everything else 
indeed, homosexuality is not as large a culprit as are struggle? ifthings don’t”go your way”? and sometimes your keeping on SAVES THE DAY for 

the horrendous expecta- Does that another under attack by those same parties in opposition to 
tions as laid forth in the make you you THIS IS OFTEN THE ONLY WAY TG SHARE A 
training program of the wrong-oris, BURDEN-TRULY, BY DIVERTING THE STRIKING 
Evil-mongers, of hetero- possibly and VIPER FROM HIS ORIGINALLY INTENDED PREY. 
sexuality and all it encom- today quite TOGETHER YOU CAN BRING THE VIPER TO HIS DE- 
passes. Nobody suggests probably, the MISE. You will notice the vipers always use this kind of 
you JUST BE FRIENDS system sick “diversion” technique. If you can’t be fore&ink@ and 
CARING ABOUT ONE and in need of shrewd as is the enemy-you are stuck losing at every turn 
ANOTHER-YOUHAVE change? becausetheywillgang-uponyouuntil~~srack~dropof 
TO “PERFORM” PHYSI- As with bloodfiomyourbeing. SometimesYOUmustopentheescape 
CALUSURY. You havea 1 some things hatch for your brother. Tobe wiIIing to do this service is often 
species who doesn’t want youdoIxcause thetestingofamanorwoman. 
to procreate as would the animals in normal behavior because 
you don’t want responsibility of the outcorn-nly the act. 
So, for a moment of pleasing someone else, or having a split 
second ofself-gratification, you fhcethe”interest~ payments 
forever alter. A baby, people, aborted or present-is truly 
forever. Whatyoudoaboutthatbabyisnetwithinmyright Serious Caution About 
to~isyourbusmess. Butohyes,indcd,Ihave 
knowledgeoftherightandwrongofwhatistakingplac+ 
ANDSOTOO,DOYOU. Itisnotaometh@thatautbe 
votul-inorvotcd-outIikefluoridstiondyourwatersupply. 
TheechoicesrcstonY0uRsouL. 

~~,doyouhavesuchaselfIshattitudeastothinkALL 
havcnotcrred? No,butthosewhoemzdandfindawaytotxy 
torectiQthosethoseandandbrttoamendthe~hings 
wilIbearthejoyofthechanginglnomuttinattitudes. Youdid 
whatyoudid-itiswhatyctuaredoingandworkingtoward 
doiiwhichisthetestandjudgementoftheh&iduaL 
I&eol&&whUlwbmctionsllXkyoUwithiltyaUr”sel6sh- 
prison~youareinreaIdallger4nootherthingmauers 
enoughtoyouinyoursickego,tochangeselfinfavorof 
anothermoreimportantthingorpemon. Thisleaves%thers~ 
todecidingtheyarelacking. Achildhasnootherrefmncc. 
Thisdoesn2meanthatcoHectionofcourseatANYpointof 
thephysicaljoumeycannotbemadeandmassivechanges 
sweepacrossthenationsandsoulsofman-itisalwaysthe 
ego of man which is warped for the ego BURIES THE SOUL 
in the confusion of physical sensing. 

IftheSOULisatpeaceandjoywithinitsKNOWING,all 
else is but passing distraction for the lessons brought forth for 

the experiencing individual. All ELSE‘%& thenbe attended 
in the perspedve OUTSIDE personal egoentrapment. This 
does not mean you will be free of all connection to physical 
bombardment or preference-it means you will prevail in 
SOUL without falling into despair or regret. You will be able 
to see for yourself that which happens and you will find 
courage in acceptance of that which you know is WRONG but 
over which you have no control in the moment-in your 
perception. You ALWAYS have God Control and Creative 
abilities--and if you TRUST THAT you WILL prevail-for 
the happening as it is unfolding is but an illusion of inter- 
changing individual perceptions. KNOW WHY YOU DO 
SOMETHING-AND WHY IT IS IMPORTANT OR NOT 
EVEN GERMANE TO THE OVERALL PURPOSE OF 
YOUR JOURNEY. 

In EVERY INDIVIDUAL fbcus- KNOW THE PUR- 
POSE and the rest will all seem quite suddenly unimportant 
If you have had something stolen from you-why do you need 
togetitback? Doyouhavethatwhichcanreplaceit? Is“just” 
replacing something the RIGHT point to consider7 You must 
always balance PURPOSE on Intent to fit the moment in 

happening. 
Ifyou,forinstanghaveabreathingdevioeor,say,an 

iutiiicial hand missing (stolen)4vhat happens here? Per- 
&hapeyouneeditbecauseyoucannotaffordanotherhandand 

The 66New99 Texas Republic 
$100 MIL. BACKING. From 

“WHAT” will flow the value? I am NOT saying that 
such value is not somewhere available-I’m simply 
telling you that that plan is a very dangerous one-at 
best. 

Check out WHO is doing this plan and you may well 
shock yourself as to the intentional QUALITIES of the 
individuals involved. This, of course, is only my 
opinion based on nothing more than a FAX received 
just this morning from APFN and it, as presented, is 
nothing more than a dangerous bomb with a lit fuse. 
You are, by the way, going to need more than LIENS to 
make a thing either Constitutional or legal-and who 
will HOLD the liens? This is dangerous and you are 
NOT going to like the people involved in the shake- 
down. It is all but impossible to make validly BACKED 
programs “work”, with or without liens-but to take 
something out of nothing and go against the very Elite 
who did away with the integrity in the first place-is 
foolish. You may well find that you have BOUGHT into 
one of their own plans to fold you ALL into their trap. 
That “backing” is THE important factor and is the one 
factor totally ignored in that document. It IS an 
opportunity to test your own insightful ability to find 
the truth in it and act wisely-one way or the other. 
But, since the NEW WORLD ORDER is most associ- 
ated with one George Bush and since George Bush Jr. 
is Governor of Texas-do you think it will be easy to 
just set up a whole bunch of BANKS? Even in Montana 
you might have gotten away with it on a small scale- 
in Texas you will NOT. These guys EAT BANKS for 
brunch after stealing and murdering to get the assets! 
IF THEY LET YOU GET AWAY WITH IT42 IS 

Always check out “the qualifications” and “re- 
quirements” and you will get a good idea of con- 
sequences of your participation-and make sure the 
trip is worth the intent as to WHAT YOU ARE DO- 

ING!?! WHY you are doing “it” is the first question to 
ask aelfl Personal gain or tntIy Constitutional TRUTH. 
Most people weut into the Farm Claim business with 
full intent of SELF-GAIN and that is why it flew so well 
in ripping off your assets to put it together and why it 
COULDN’T work’in a truIy ‘Constitutional” environ- 
ment if you had one. Some few people have proclaimed 
Texas as a New Republic-however, the ones who can 
kill you-laugh at such an outrageous idea and when 
the chips are down and you give them trouble-it WILL 
BE YOU IDEALISTIC, BUT UNINFORMED, PEOPLE 
WHO GET HURT, RIGHT OR WRONG. It is the driver 
who, in spite of circumstances, runs into the intersee- 
tion because he was “right” in “right-of-way”-YES 
INDEED, DEAD “right”. 

Moreover, if you took your “Republic” idea to the 
PEOPLE in a FREE ELECTION-they would not vote 
with you-because such as making your own banks, 
tossing out corporations, etc., is as outrageously UN- 
CONSTITUTIONAL as you can get in any circum- 
stance. Most people are desiring of Sovereignty-yes, 
but not your system of same where you have to be your 
idea of participants, believe your ‘religion” and give up 
all the unity of being a PART OF your (u)nited States 
in a world of Get&a. Most people still BELIEVE 
themselves to be Free and you, NUTS, for such assump- 
tions upon their life-style. It is back to the alarm-clock 
annoyance. 

I don’t make more than cursory observation about 
the thing or the idea-there is nothing in that document 
to EXPLAIN or prove any working program at all. This 
is my opinion on those two pages of print-nothing 
more. Beware the WOLF in the costume of the LAMB. 
Beware the VIPER who flies like a DOVE1 KNOW 
YOUR ENEMY-AND TEE CALLING 

FRIENDS ARE 

Thank you for sharing and good morning. 
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More On: 

1 on 

29 

on p. 

6111196 on 

8. 

7132196 #2 

CHANGING FOCUS 

Let us turn now to a bit of 
I am told that we got to “the good 

part” and stopped writing-you know, that part about 
aliens! Perhaps we can begin to alternate writings so 
we don’t leave the ” altogether, even though 
you can now get the original manuscript. Sorry, edi- 
tors. 

by Calvin Burgin 

a 

a 

the 
a 

a a 
that 

a 

7”. 

“extra- 
and 

In the tablets called the is a story 
called the “Creation Myth”. The opening lines, per 
O’Brien, [an author, please reference prior chapter] 
say: “At Kharsag, where Heaven and Earth met, the 
heavenly Assembly, the Great Sons of Anu, descended- 

IDE@CHRtSTtANtTY 

$24.00 

the many Wise Ones.” 
Anu and Anunnaki are 
related words. 

It is curious to me 
that Kharsag, on Mt. 
Hermon, “where Heaven 
and Earth met”, is the 
same Mt. Hermon where, 
according to commentar- 
ies, Jesus had the Trans- 
figuration 

the 

a 

“. . . its burning prevented eating. 
. ..where the Lord prohibited the eating 
of beef. Many had eaten (broken]. . . 
where the sickness... [broken].” 

She won her arguments and the buildings and 

solar observations and 
surveying and became known as the Sun god. He was 
thus the original Magi. 

2 is the one usually called the “Cre- 
ation Myth”. 

The tell that before the 

had not yet learned how to eat and 
how to sleep; had not learned how to make 

they 

the 

the 
ones that appear in 

3 is a love story about Enlil and 

is a story that would be censored out of a 

4 ferred to as Ninkharsag 

. 

was deified by the Babylonians as the Sun-god and 
became the forerunner 

They were organized into a council of Seven and 
had meetings in the original Mountain House. 
Occasionally, Anu, the Most High, joined in their 
meetings. 

O’Brien’s book has a photograph of statues of the 
Lady Ninlil and Enlil standing side by side. 

The Kharsag Epic 1 tells of Ninkharsag arguing 
with the Council about where to build Kharsag. Here 
are a few lines: 

They all turned around as she stood up to 
answer. 

She spoke rebelliously-she spoke strongly: 
“With this Settlement will come pros- 
perity; an enclosed Reservoir-a water 
trap-should be established. 

The good land is full of water; because of 
the water, food will be plentiful. 

This perfect Eden is full of water; it should 
irrigated from a cascading water- 

course. 
By its side, a great, protected water course 

would gush forth-it would increase 
production; storm-filled, power would 
be generated by its pressure; this water 
would 

Then in subsequent lines speaks of building 
house, a garden, a granary, roads, a “maternity build- 
ing for mothers”, an 

ated by its pressure”? She calls herself the Serpent 
Lady. tells of her and Enlil and their son Ninurta 
getting sick, then says the cause was, “Father, 
eating meat is the great enemy.” Further down, after a 
broken part, it reads: 
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5 tells of building the settlement and other words, the word translated as ‘Watcher” really Irish and Anglo-Saxons, such as Zeus, Jove or Jupiter, 
a reservoir, and tells of cutting cedar trees (what we could be translated “Guardian-Angel”. Indra, Prometheus, Atmu, Addamu, Adam, Ad or Odin, 
later called the Cedars of Lebanon). Robert Graves and Raphael Patai, inHebrewMyths, Thor or Her-Thor or Ar-Thur of the Round Table... 

6 tells of building the Great House of of says, p. 84, a( Watchers’ Cain, Enoch, Noah and Japhet, Nimrod the mighty 
the Lord Enlil, which had the house with nursery and (egregorikoi in Greek), the name given to Satan’s hunter and city-builder, Dardanos, Erich-thonias, Her- 
private boudoir for Ninlil, a Council Chamber, a Ban- angels in the Second of seems to be a cules, Bacchus, Osiris with Isis and Horus, Barat or 
queting Room, and rooms for the other members of the rendering of two Aramaic words: irin, applied to the Brihat the eponymous ancestor of Brutus-the-Trojan 
Council. It was lighted at night and had running water angels in 4: 10, 14, 20 and 20 must be a and the British... are found before their deification or 
from the reservoir. It was made of cedar. mistake]: and quaddishin, ‘holy ones’. A nearer trans- canonization to have been famous Sumerian or Early 

In this epic Enlil is called the Great Son of Anu and lation would be ‘guardian angels’, which agrees both Aryan kings and emperors of relatively fixed dates, 
is also called the Bull Lord. with their functions and the meanings of their names. most of them with still existing contemporary monu- 

7 tells of a great winter storm flood- According to Midrash Tehillim on I, ir refers to ments, whose histories can be reconstructed by the 
ing. the deity Eloah.” Sumerian monumental inscriptions and records, supple- 

Some people refuse to accept the evidence that says mented with the accounts of them preserved in the 
ENOCH’S STORY that angels fathered children with human women. If Indian Chronicles and the Gothic or Nordic Eddas.” 

you look at the evidence with an open mind, there can On p. xxi he says, “That the first earthly kings were 
The of were translated into modern be no doubt that the documents say this is true; whether ‘gods’ is now seen to be based on historical fact.” This 

English by Dr. R. H. Charles of Merton College, Ox- it is actually true or not, I cannot say. The was published in 1929. 
ford, England. He said of this book or books: the of the time of Christ, says “angels” Graves and Patai, says, p. 106: 

“Nearly all the writers of the were instead of “sons of God”. Josephus of “The Nefilim (Fallen Ones) bore many other tribal 
familiar with it, and were more or less influenced by it Book 1, Chap. 3, v. 1) says: “Many angels of God names, such as Emim (Terrors), Rephaim (Weaken- 
in thought and diction. It is quoted as a genuine now consorted with women, and begot sons ofthem who ers), Bibborim (Giant Heroes), Zamzummim (Achiev- 
production of Enoch by St. Jude, and as scripture by St. were overbearing and disdainful of every virtue; such ers), Anakim (Long necked or Wearers of Necklaces), 
Barnabas. The authors of the of the confidence had they in their strength. In fact, the deeds Awwim (Devastators or Serpents). One of the Netilim 

of and 4 laid it under contri- that our tradition ascribes to them recall the audacious named Arba is said to have built the city of Hebron, 
bution. With the earliest Fathers and Apologists it had exploits told by the Greeks of the giants. But Noah... called ‘Kiriath-Arba’ after him, and become the father 
all the weight of a canonical book... urged them to adopt a better frame of mind and amend of Analc whose three sons, She&i, Ahiman and Talmai, 

“The citations of Enoch by the Testaments of the their ways,” Josephus was perhaps on the right track: were later expelled by Joshua’s comrade Caleb. Since, 
Twelve patriarchs and by the of many of the so-called “Greek gods” were in fact REAL however, arba means ‘four’ in Hebrew, Kiriath-Arba 
show that at the close of the second century BC, and BEINGS, beings that were called “Nephilim” in the may originally have meant ‘City of Four’, a reference to 
during the first century BC, this book was regarded in its four quarters mythically connected with the Anakite 
certain circles as inspired. When we come down to the A recent entry in a section called “I. M. Boyd” in clans: Anak himself and his ‘sons Sheshai, Ahiman 

first century AD, we find it recognized as scripture by our local newspaper said that the word “heros” origi- and Talmai.” 
St. Jude.” nally applied to beings who were half/human and halfl Many of the names of the Nefilim are known: Hiwa, 

Some have said the of is a late-date divine. The dictionary shows that one ofthe definitions Hiya, Azazel, Ishtar, Nimrod, Shemhazai, Anax, etc. 
forg.:ry. This is disproved by the fact that of over 800 of “hero” is ‘demigod”. L. A. Waddell, of In fact the whole land of Canaan contained many 
scrolls that were found at Qumran called the said (p. xix) “Heroic Netllim before Joshua killed them (Num. 13:33). So 
Scrolls, there were 11 copies of the of Mythology has its historical human basis now disclosed says the story. 

by Shanks, for the first time, showing the identity between the Now let’s continue with the story of Enoch. This is 
Vanderkam, McCarter and Sanders, Biblical Archaeo- civilized traditions of the East and the West, and the 2 I beginning in v. 2: 
logical Society, 1990, p. The of was connection of both with the primitive Aryan or Nordic “On the first day of the month, I was alone in my 
accepted as scripture by some of the earliest Christians race and language. We get behind the beginnings of house, and was resting on my bed. And as I was 
until it fell out of favor about 400 years after Christ. heroic mythology. A vast deal of what has hitherto sleeping, I dreamt that a great grief came over me and 

The Anunnaki are called Watchers in the of been looked upon as ‘prehistoric’ and mythical be- that I wept; and I could not understand why I felt like 
Also “I saw in the visions of my comes historic and real. Heroes who have been raised this, or what was going to happen 

head upon my bed, and, behold, a watcher and an holy into gods again take form as men, and as historic early “I awoke to find, in my room, two very tall men 
one came down from heaven.” Enoch was an ancestor Aryan kings of relatively fixed dates. Gods and demi- different from any that I have seen in the Lowlands. 

of Methuselah and of Lamech, father of Noah. gods of the ancient Greeks and Romans, Egyptians and Their faces shone like the Sun, and their eyes burned 
Moffatt, 4:13: “In the visions of my brain in Hittites, Persians and Indo-Aryans, as well as of the like lamps; and the breath from their mouths was like 

bed I looked, and there was one ofthe angel-guardl” In Goths, Scandinavians and Germans, Ancient Britons, smoke. Their clothes were remarkable-being pur- 

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens 

everywhere, though. it particularly focuses on the United States because of 

this country’s special mission in the affairs’of the world. That is, “As goes 

the United States, so goes the world.” 

is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most 

recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en- 

Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed 

public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between 

the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness. 

exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half- 

truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media 

prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the 

process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once 

great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of 

existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order. 

This newspaper, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like 

the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its 

internationally acclaimed predecessor called 

in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having 

evolved from an earlier newsletter called the 

which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you 

readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the 

Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission. 

While the ‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will 

Set Free”, the motto, displayed prominently in the masthead, 

takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye 

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and 

soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are 

beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from 

abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the 

with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix 

Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through 

becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends! 

Editor-In-Chief, 
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plish [with the appearance of feathers]; and on their Arakiba, Rameel, Kokabiel, Tamiel, Ramiel, Danel, base your decisions on ignorance, “study to show thy- 
shoulders were things which I can only describe as ‘like 
golden wings’. 

Ezequeel, Baraqijael, Asael, Armaros, Batarel, Ananel, 

Zaqiel, Samsapeel, Turel, Jomjael and Sariel.” 

self approved unto God” 

“They stood by the head of my bed and I was 
Based on what I have learned, I believe the Amtnnaki 

awakened by them calling me by name, and I clearly 
Then later he says “ . . .the ninth, Kokabel, taught 

the observing of the stars; the fourth, Baraqijael, taught 
arrived 600 years before the Flood in 2918 BC. I wrote 
a chart and article called “Basic Framework of Biblical 

saw them standing in front of me. I bowed my head to 
them and hid my face, and they said to me: ‘Do not be 

astronomy; the eighth, Ezequeel, taught the observa- 
tion of the clouds; the third, Araqiel, taught the bound- 

Chronology” in 1979, which says that 2918 was the 

afraid, Enoch; the Great Lord has sent us to you and, 
year of Noah’s birth, and the number 600 has always 

today, you are to go with us up to the Highlands. Now, 
aries of the Earth, the seventh, Samsiel, taught the been associated with this group! I suspect that the very 

tell your sons and your servants that they must manage 
limiting positions of the Sun; the twentieth, Sariel, 

without you down here, and tell them that no one is to 
taught the limiting position of the Moon.” 

year the angels decided to rebel and get involved with 

Who were they teaching7 Surely not each other. 
women, Noah was born, who was “a just man, and 

come looking for you. Eventually, you will be brought 
perfect in his generations” (Gen. 6:9). My chronology 

back’. 
They must have been teaching humans. Noah learned was based on the actual records in existence, but those 

this information, and taught it to who taught it old records could be corrupt just like modern ones. 
“So I obeyed them. I went out of the house and to Abraham, who taught it to the Egyptians, built However, there are amazing consistencies in them. 

called my sons-Methuselah, Regim and Goidal, and the Pyramid. Or so the stories go. I have much more Some say these are the perfect word of God, which 
told them what these men had said to me. 

“When I had spoken to my sons, the men called me. 
information on this, far too much to go into here. Note 

They lifted me up and placed me on what seemed to be 
that their leader, Shemjaza, is the same name as the 

cannot be true as there are errors. Others say they are 
total fabrication, which also cannot be true unless there 

a cloud, and this cloud moved, and going upwards I 
(female) Semjase extraterrestrial who talked to Eduard is a power higher than humans that is perfectly elimi- 

could see the sky around and, still higher, I seemed to 
“Billy” Meier of flying saucer fame (she was named nating all truth. 
after her ancestor). It seems obvious to me that the evil 

be in Space. Eventually, we landed on the First Haven fallen angel Shemjaza of the Jews, the Semjase of the 
If you would like your own copy of the of 

and, there, they showed me a very great sea, much ET literature, the Egyptian Sem and the righteous 
it is available at New Age bookstores. 

bigger than the inland sea where I lived.” Biblical Shem are all stories about the same individual, 
NOTE: The Greek word translated “Space” above 

was “ether”, which meant the region above Earth’s 
from different viewpoints. How many founding patri- 

It 

atmosphere. The word translated -Heaven” was 

archs of the Shemites named Shem were there, anyway? Another book available is of 

“aradeisos”, which originally meant a “park” or “sanc- 
Enoch tells that they had a physician named was written before the time of Christ, as copies were 

Kashdejan, then O’Brien points out that the ancient found among the Scrolls at Qumran. It is a 
tuary”, but some think it means Heaven. I believe it Irish Tuatha De Danaan called a physician a “Kiyan commentary on and Here are some 
also referred to the Garden of Eden, which existed until 
the Flood, but in this case they clearly left Earth’s 

Cecht”, which is the reverse of Kash Dejan! O’Brien quotes from it: “And then he [Enoch] was with the 
also noted this: The Hebrew word EL which we trans- 

atmosphere. late as God, is related to the Sumerian EL which meant 
angels of God six years of this jubilee, and they showed 

=:2 says: “And he was raised aloft on the 
him all things on Earth and in Heaven, the rule of the 

brightness or shining, the Akkadian ILLU which meant 
chariot of the spirit-and his name vanished from 

Sun, and he wrote down all things. And he testified to 
the bright one, the Babylonian ELLU which meant the 

among them.” Recall that 5~24 says, “Enoch 
the Watchmen, those that sinned with the daughters of 

walked with God: and he was not; for God took him.” 
shining one, the Old Welsh ELLYL which meant a men; for they were defiled; and Enoch testified against 

The word above translated “spirit” was “pneuma”, 
shining being, the Old Irish AILLIL which meant them all... And it happened, when the sons of the 

which literally meant air (as in our word pneumatic). 
shining, the English ELF which meant a shining being children of men commenced to increase over the face of 
(from the Anglo-Saxon AELF) and the Old Cornish EL 

So Enoch was taken up in an “air-chariot”, or what we 
the whole Earth and daughters were born to them, that 

which meant an angel! 
now call an airplane! Or more specifically, it was a 

the angels of the Lord saw them in one year of this 
Enoch described a house that he entered u . ..I saw 

type of space shuttle. The word “name” that “vanished before me, in another part, opened doors and through 
jubilee, that they were beautiful to look upon; and they 
took unto themselves wives from all them whomever 

from among them” would make more sense if translated In 
“ship” as per Sitchin. 

them a larger room which was ablaze with light. they chose, and they bore them sons, and these were 

XVII:Z: “They [the two men] conducted me 
every respect, the inside was so magnificent, and spa- giants.” 
cious, that I cannot describe it to you. Its floor was 

to a place where those who were there were as bright as brilliantly lit, and above that there were bright lights 
“Mainline” preachers say these are “Jewish fables” 

fire, but when-they wished they could appear as ordi- 

nary merr. They had brought me to a place of darkness 
like planets, and its ceiling, too, was brilliant.” 

and quote to scare people away from this 
Re- subject. May I point out that these “Jewish fables” 

member that this was written before Christ and that we 
from a mountain whose summit reached to the heavens. 

being written about in the ancient Mesopotamian clay 

There I saw lighted places, and heard thunderous noises; 
are taught that electricity and light bulbs were not used tablets long the 

and, in the deepest part, there were lights which looked 
until the 19th century. And remember that the ancient Early writers who quoted of 

Karsag tablet said, speaking of the water reservoir, that 
like a fiery bow and arrows with their quiver, and “power would be generated by its pressure”. 

scripture include the of 

moving lights like a fiery sword.” 
Epiphanius, Jerome, Rufinus, Syncellus, 

Could this have been a “space station”? Angels 
Cedrinus, and others. 

definitely do use some sort of vehicle for transporta- 
The ancient Jewish literature says that Enoch is a 

tion. One is described in the frrst chapter of 
now called Metatron, the Angel of the Face, and says 
that God took him so that he could keep an eye-witness 

what preachers call the “flying saucer chapter of record of the Earth’s history and present it in the made it around WE? 

Elijah was “taken into heaven by a whirl- 

wind” then in v. 11: “there appeared a 
future. The speaks of a time when the books will 

chariot of fire, and horses of fire 
be opened-apparently Enoch was the one in charge of 

, . . . and Elijah went up those books. 
by a whirlwind into heaven” and in verse 
calls after the “Chariot of Israel”. The helicopter is an SOBB.” 

example of a vehicle that produces a whirlwind. but is it?] UGGY 
68: 17: “the chariots of God are twenty thou- - 

sand, even thousands of angels;...” 
15: “for, behold, the Lord will come with 

m 
[END 

THE DAYS OF JARED 
fire, and with his chariots like a whirlwind...” 

QUOTING 
OF PART 

Also 
2 17: “and the Lord opened the eyes of the 

Above we learned that Enoch said the Nefilim, the 81 

young man; and he saw: and behold, the mountain was 
particular ones who got involved with women, arrived 

full of horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha.” 
on Mt. Hermon during the days of Jared. In some of my May we 
previous writings I have shown that Jared was born in all walk in 

The calls these chariots “whirlwinds”. See 
40~6, 38:1, Isa. 66:25 (“for, behold, the Lord will 

35 14 B.C., if we accept what the records actually say. LIGHT that 
5:18 says that Jared was 162 years old when he our days 

come with fire, and with his chariots like a whirl- begot Enoch, and the next verse said he lived 800 more upon this 
wind.. .” , 4:13, 23:19, 30:23, 1:4). years. Thus the time of Jared was from 3514 to 2552 place allow 

VI:& “Altogether they were two hundred BC. Then 234 years later, the Flood occurred in 2318 us enlight- 
who descended in the days of Jared on the summit of BC. I use dates from the Masoretic Text, which some enment for 
Hermon. They called it that because they had sworn, preachers use Septuagint dating, and if you are serious our JOUR- 
and bound themselves with vows, upon it. These are the about learning these things, I suggest you learn both N E Y 
names of their leaders, and chiefs of ten; Shemjaza [H: H 0 M E ! 

an their leader; 
ways of dating then decide for yourself which you feel 
is more correct, if you think it is of any value. But don’t Salu. 
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Time For Leadership 

In These Tense Hours 
813196 #2 HATONN 

A SPEAKING OUT 

As we become accustomed to the daily writings, the 
daily list of things to be accomplished, and the inter- 
ruptions which never seem to allow a finalizing of 
anything, we are taught great lessons in flexibility, 
rolling with the punches, and flowing with the river in 
whichever directions it chooses for its own flow. That 
is the necessity of “journal entries”, log books, diaries, 
and things of that nature. We have not the privilege of 
one subject, one focus-and we have to be ready to 
change at a moment’s notice. 

CONGRESS 

In a flurry of usuaI foolishness Congress went on 
vacation. Isn’t that nice that the LEADERS AND 
DESTROYERS of your nation, at such a critical time- 
go on vacation to further plunder and lie to you in order 
to get reelected? 

Ah, what happens in their absence? All that is 
required to make laws is now in place. Mr. Clinton’s 
newest disaster Order will go into LAW without even a 
Congress in session. If there are problems-there will 
be plenty of New Worlders available to VOTE-espe- 
cially at night as with the Federal Reserve and other 
things which have brought your nation to its destruc- 
tion threshold. 

Ray Renick sends a reminder which should be 
noted for it so clearly fits our own local problems AND 
THAT OF THE NATION AND WORLD: 

ZXAITORS 

and 

and 

no 

and and 

and 

a and 

a 

no 

Cicero - 42 BC. 

The next is not only applicable to Ray Renick in his 
ongoing battle (from inside prison) with people, not the 

LEAST his lawyer, holding forth in knowing felonious 
breaking of the laws, but in the Ekker case as an 
example and all the Nevada cases: 

TJNITED STATES CODE 
TITLE 18 U.S. CRIMMAL STATUTES 

Section 4 - “MISPRISION OF FELONY”. Whoever 
a and and 

$500.00 

no more 3 

SEC. 
241,2381,2382. 

Next comes a story often told and reprinted regard- 
ing the signing of the U.S. 

It is well worthy of reprinting here. Thank you, 
John C. Adams. 

[QUOTING:] 

DECURR TION 

On July 4,1776, in the old State House in Philadel- 
phia, a group of patriotic men were gathered for the 
solemn purpose of proclaiming the liberty of the Ameri- 
can colonies. From the letters of Thomas Jefferson, 
which are preserved in the Library of Congress, have 
been gathered considerable data concerning this por- 
tentous session. 

There were several speeches. In the balcony, patri- 
otic citizens crowded all available space and listened 
attentively to the proceedings. Jefferson expressed 
himself with great strength. The Philadelphia printer, 
Dr. Benjamin Franklin, quiet and calm as usual, spoke 
his mind with well chosen words. The delegates hov- 
ered between sympathy and uncertainty, as the long 
hours of the summer day crept by, for life is sweet when 
there is danger of losing it. The lower doors were 
locked and a guard was posted to prevent interruption. 

According to Jefferson, it was late in the afternoon 
before the delegates gathered their courage to the stick- 
ing point. The talk was about axes, scaffolds, and the 
gibbet, when suddenly a Strong, Powerful Voice was 

heard. 
“Gibbet! They may stretch our necks on all the 

gibbets in the land; they may turn every rock into a 
scaffold; every tree into a gallows; every home into a 
grave, and yet the words of that parchment can never 
die! They may pour our blood on a thousand scaffolds, 
and yet from every drop that dyes the axe a new 
champion of Freedom will spring into birth! The 
British King may blot out the Stars of God from the sky, 
but he cannot blot out HIS WORDS written on that 
parchment there. The Works of God may perish, HIS 
WORDS-NEVER! 

“The words of this will live in the 
World long after our bones are dust. To the mechanic 
in his workshop they will speak hope; to the slave in the 

mines, Freedom; but to the coward kings, these words 
will speak in tones of warning they cannot choose but 
hear.... 

“SIGN THAT PARCHMENT1 SIGN, if in the next 
minute this hall rings with the clash of falling axes1 
Sign, by all your hope in Life or death, as men, as 
husbands, as fathers, brothers, sign your names to that 
parchment, or be accursed forever1 Sign, and not only 
for yourselves, but all ages, for that parchment will be 
the textbook of Freedom, the Bible of the Eights of Free 
men forever. 

“Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise! It is 
truth! Your own hearts witness it! GOD proclaims it! 
Look at this strange band of exiles and outcasts- 
suddenly transformed into people; a handful of men, 
weak in arms, but Mighty in GOD-like Faith, nay, look 
at your recent achievements, your Bunker Hill, your 
Lexington, and then tell me, if you can, that God has 
not given America to be Free1 

“Methinks I see the recording Angel come trem- 
bling up to that throne and speak his dread message. 
‘Father, the old world is baptized inblood. Father, 
with one glance of Thine Eternal Eye! Behold ever- 
more that terrible sight-man trodden beneath the 
oppressor’s feet; nations lost iu blood, murder, and 
superstition, walking hand in hand over the graves of 
the victims, and not a single voice of hope to man.’ 

“He stands there, the Angel, trembling with the 
record of human guilt. But hark! The Voice of God 
speaks from out the awful cloud: ‘Let there be Light 
again! Tell My people, the poor and oppressed to go out 
from the old world, from oppression and blood, aud 
build MY Altar in the new.’ 

“As I live, my friends, I believe that to be HIS 
voice! Yes, were my soul trembling on the verge of 
eternity, were that haud freezing in death., were this 
voice choking in the last struggle, I would still-with 
thu last impulse of that soul; with the last wave of that 
hand; with the last gasp of that voice, implore you to 
remember this Truth-GOD HAS GIVEN 
TO BE FREE! 

“Yes, as I sank into the gloomy shadows of the 
grave, with my last faint whisper, I would beg you sign 
that parchment for the sake of those millions whose 
very breath is now hushed in intense expectation, as 
they look up to you for those Eternal Words: ‘You are 
free! ‘= 

The delegates, carried away by the enthusiasm of 
the Unknown Speaker, rushed forward. John Hancock 
scarcely had time to pen his bold signature before the 
quill was grasped by another. It was done! 

The delegates turned to express their gratitude to 
the Unknown Speaker for his eloquent words. . . He was 
not there. 

Who was this strange man who seemed to speak 
with a Divine authority, whose solemn words gave 
courage to the doubters, and sealed the destiny of the 
New Nation? 

Unfortunately, no one knows. 
His name is not recorded; none of those present 

knew him or if they did, not one acknowledged the 
acquaintance. 

How he had entered into the locked and guarded 
room is not told, nor is there any record of the manner 
of his departure. 

No one claimed to have seen him before, and there 
is no mention of him after this single episode. Only his 
imperishable speech bears witness to his presence. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

It is thought by many that this was beloved St. 
Germain who stood that day to give backbone and 
authority to those gathered. Whether or not THAT be 
so, it is certainly a matter of RECORD that this incident 
took place. 

Perhaps that is all our writings and voice can be- 
a voice for Freedom and FOR GOD-therefore it IS 
enough. Salu. 
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of last week’s lead [Front Page] story 
about the national debt, Enancial backing, etc. I can’t 
tell you much but what I can tell you is that the 
instruments are REAL and, further, that almost every 
one of the MANY informed who COULD DO SOME- 
THING are “reportedly” too fearful of even respond- 
ing. This is a fearful time in your entire world and 
especially terrible in the United States of America 
whereat you assumed you were FREE under a 
tution which could never be destroyed. WRONG, 
THE IS, FOR ALL PRACTICAL 

can keep you informed about such as Grandma’s 
offerings as well as sharing that which she shares with 
us-as we have ability to reprint. 

She, on July 31,1996 corresponded with a party 
whose name must be deleted. The followed a 
lengthy discussion of the prior evening. It speaks for 
itself: [quoting:] 

07:31:1996 

Dear D;. XXXX, 
Pursuant to our discussion last evening, please 

find enclosed 

The “self evidencing” documentation is contained 
in Public Record Recorded Files, identified in said 
“Declaration of Resolution”. Also, XXXX, a Lien of 
Recorded Record exists. Said Lien liens any and/or all 
Debtor Nations with outstanding debts to the United 
States (Constitutional), all gold on deposit, in 
repository’s foreign and/or domestic, etc., etc, . . . 

Taking careful, long consideration of the pending 
Executive Order 13010, Sec. 5-(c): 

“The Advisory Committee shall be established in 
compliance with the Federal Advisory Committee Act, 
as amended (5 U.S.C. App). The Department of 
Defense shall perform the functions of the President 
under the Federal Advisory Committee Act for the 
Advisory Committee, except that of reporting to the 
Congress, in accordance with the guidelines and proce- 
dures established by the Administrator of GeneraI 
Services.” 

A previous Executive 12838, 
27, 1991, 58 F.R. 49835, which provided for the 
continuance of certain Federal Advisory committees, 
was superseded by Ex. Ord. No. 12774, SubS. 5, 
Sept. 30. 1993,58 F.R. 5 175 1, set out below. (Sec. 3) 

3. 

a 

the 
necessitate 

a 

Prudent observance of the ‘introduction’ of Executive 
Order 130 10, executed by hand of the Presi- 
dent of United July 15, 

12838 12774 
Executive Order No. 130 10 of July 15,1996, duly 

recorded in the Federal Register on July 17th, 1996, 

5, 
13010. 

Taking consideration, the Federal Reserve 
announced last week: THEY WOULD NOT EX- 
TEND THE CREDIT OF THE UNITED 
on BOTH CNN and on C-SPAN, I was given no choice 
but to “Follow MY Oath, to uphold, protect and defend 

(and the People)“, 
and to do so in accordance with the provisions of that 
“‘Oath”: “Against all parties, foreign and domestic.” 

available”, I had no choice but 

the 
“Grandfathered” to obtain 
Ancient of “Grandfathered” Laws, 
which are as relevant today, as the day they were 
“Contracted”, be prevailed upon as a “protection” 
measure of the American People, and the International 
Communities, to my best ability, and what in my 
considered opinion was best for all concerned, albeit 
the People of the United States or the Global Commu- 
nity. I could not fail my Oath. 

It is feared by me, we are at the crossroads in 
history, whereupon another World War is imminent 
and TARGET ZERO is the UNITED STATES. The 
Global Communities of MANKIND also are not desir- 
ous of such a catastrophic event, as it would surely 
place their OWN in danger with perilous results. 

XXXX, there is “remedy”. Remedy is available 
for “staying the pending, Global Catastrophic 

Mankind has in most instance of birth rates, has begun 
to control itself due to “contaminates”. Said contami- 
nates are evidenced in the food chain whereupon the 
male sperm counts have been greatly decreased and the 
women 
levels of prior reproduction. 

If you will recall, many of us in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s were most concerned as to the functional 
obsolescence of the Monetary System. 
that time that Lawful Credit could not be generated or 
created from a DEBT. 

Also, you, myself and others, realized the danger- 
ous pathway which presented itself, while prevailing 
upon that venue. 

This gave all of us cause for great concern, as you 
may well remember. 

In the event that you do recall, you will also recall 
what was once recognized in our clique of some day the 
old adage of “The mother of necessity” taking primary 
position, for resolution of the Monetary Issues which 
at that time were grossly out of hand and which (in our 

GLOBAL 

trued interest on this DEBT of the United States, owed 

People 
and 

This is the same vehicle which George Bush 
ETALIIS (Common Law for and others used) to 
down Barings, Lloyds of London, The old woman on 
thread needle stree& Credit Lyonnaise, the Japanese 
Banks and Savings & Loans etc, etc.-the of 
destruction of Banks, National Banks, foreign and 
domestic, are overwhelming to any and/or all nations 
involved. 

There is remedy, in the event the “Powers that be” 
are willing to work this out. There is still time to stay 

events for Mankind is at stake 
in this one. TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE. 

In best regards, I remain- 
Sincerely 

and 

a 
with those who can provide input and 

opportunity. YOU HAVE TO WALK THE WALK. It 
no different in this 

your perceptions. GOD AND HOSTS ST.4ND 
READY,WILLINGANDABLETOASSISTYCU- 
BUT YOU GOING TO TAKE THAT FIRST 
STEP IF YOU WISH TO CHANGE YOUR DIREC- 
TION EVER CLOSER TO THAT PIT BEFORE 
YOU. 

May wisdom be your guide because the small team 
cannot much longer carry this heavy banner and bur- 
den. 

The way is there, the funds are there, and all you 
hawe to do is SEIZE THE MOMENT! However, if you 
simply wait around, clinging to that which could help 
bring change, you will lose the moment-forever. 
Who will go and take these things UNTO THE ONES 

must it 
always be the same tiny few who must work within all 
laws and serve endlessly 

a paper or 

claims to the very heads of the New World Order- 
THE WORLD BANKS AND 
MONETARY FUND TO BE ENTERED INTO THE 
BANKRUPTCY DEMANDS AND CLAIMS. IN 
OTHER 

THIS SHALL 
NOTICE”. 
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#7, RAINBOW 

and 

and 

upon 

and 

on 

Greetings, my friend, I am most recognized 
by you ones as Lanto, the Sage. I come in the 
Light of the One Light. I represent the Second 
Ray or aspect of Creator’s spectrum. 

The visible spectrum of Light only repre- 
sents a harmonic of the frequencies that make up 
all of creation. In the third-dimensional com- 

pression, you ones are often limited in your per- 
ceptions. Not only are there non-visible third- 
dimensional aspects of Creator’s Light, there 
are also higher-dimensional shifts associated 
with Creator’s energy expressions. Do not get 

hung up on colors associated with a Representa- 
tive of an aspect of Creator. 

We all (you ones included) express on all 
frequencies or wavelengths. Ones are usually 
drawn to a certain aspect of Creator; thus there is 
more affinity associated with one area over an- 
other. This is because we are all created with a 

purpose in mind, and that purpose can be most 
easily filled through certain aspects of Creator. 

Note, please, that balance is of utmost 
importance for proper growth. All ones will 
gravitate towards Sananda’s Christ Energy. Many 

will gravitate towards Hilarion’s Heart Energy or 
Germain’s Transmuting Energy. This is mostly 

due to the level of the expressing individuals. to a productive experience. 
You ones are restless and need change. Thus As some ones are lost, others are called to 

Germain will appeal to you, for he is Master of serve, so if your life seems to be turning upside 
that aspect of Creator’s expression. down, please take a moment and call 

You ask, do you, Lanto, fit into this and get still. 
picture?” Notice the gut-level sensations. They can be 

I am Guide and Teacher; I am the “gut feeling” translated into written or verbal communication 

you ones get. The physical color associated with with practice. This will be as if you have thought 

my energy is the golden yellow color, though the of the message yourself. You will most likely 
etheric color would be perceived differently. Ones only hear your own inner voice. 
who can see the colors of the Auric Field will Listen to the message. Write it down or speak 

most often perceive my energy as a blending of it into a recording device. Write or speak what 

colors. comes; then discern the message. REMEMBER 

I am a Teacher. I have learned my lessons well TO ALWAYS CALL IN THE LIGHT BEFORE, 
and have earned my position among the other DURING, AND AFTERTHIS EXERCISE! Oth- 
Masters. We all have overlapping aspects and can erwise the dark side shall almost surely come to 
express on any of the frequencies, though there is influence and trick you. 
need to have specialists to answer the specific and 
directed needs of the ever-progressing souls. 

Well, imagine that! 

My scribe recognizes me as a cdmmunica- It is not everyone’s task to write public mes- 

tar. Yes, indeed. I am probably the most heard, sages for the masses. It is, however, YOUR God- 
but least recognized, of the Masters, for I will given right to connect up to Higher Source and 
speak to ones at a level that bypasses the analyti- receive your own personal instructions. 

cal mind and resonates within the emotional Your Guides are there for you at this time to 

energy field of the being. help coordinate your training and life experi- 

This manifests as intuition or as the “I don’t ences. Be patient with those around you. If they 
know why, but I don’t feel right about this situa- do not share your beliefs, do not condemn them, 

tion” reaction. Even the most shutdown (emo- for each is responsible for their own self. You do 

tionally) person will, if he has a soul, feel my not know the contract of another, so when one 
nudges. experiences as, let’s say, a lawyer, that one just 

You ones must be open to the “nudges”. This may be necessary to help YOU at a later date. 

is most often your Guides working with you to Ones may deny their spiritual side, yet they 

help you to find the right path so that you are may be the inventor or scientist who brings new 
prepared for and ready to accept your purpose. technology to your world. Ones are allowed to 

ignoretheir spiritual side if theysochoose. There 
is no force from we ofthe Lighted Brotherhood. 

If you come across others who don’t seem to 

hear, or want to listen to, spiritual truth, do not 
condemn them. Look to their actions. Most often 
these ones are the more advanced ones who 
recognize that religions are very confusing, and 
thus choose to avoid ANY spiritual discussion 

Sometimes these lessons are harsh and seem- whatsoever. Their actions will hold clues to their 

ingly abrupt. For example, ones are losing their being: Are they generally kind and caring? Do 

jobs all over the country. Be careful in ‘your they know innately what is right and what is 

thinking, for such “luck” is most likely for good wrong? 
reason. You may be needed elsewhere and this Despite ,the robotic overpoputation of your 

may be the only way to get you to look within and planet, it is still full of Godly people who only 
draw upon the Creative Energy that will guide you want to do ujhat is .right. Thes’e ones know right 
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from wrong because they innately FEEL the dif- as the one who goes against their parents’ funda- 
ference. This is because they are connected to the mental teachings. When you doubt spiritual mat- 
God Source-even if they do not acknowledge ters, realize, please, that there is a battle 
the connection. going on within. This battle is for the control of 

your soul-or at least for the influence over your 

soul. 
Go within and call upon Creator God-the 

One Who created you! Get quiet and search your 

heart to find that which you know to be true. Ask 
any question of the heart such as, “How can I 
know what is real or true?” 

This probable scenario shall serve as awake- With such a question asked with heartfelt 

up call to you ones who are still trying to figure curiosity, the answers must come. Next you must 
out if you really believe these messages of Lighted monitor your thoughts closely, as your mind will 
Truth. be caused to give you the answer. Clues and 

experiences that hold the answer will be caused to 
be remembered so that you can realize what is 
true and what does have verification and validity. 

Rarely will you hear a voice of another-not at 

first, anyway-though it IS possible. REMEM- 
BER TO ALWAYS CALL IN THE LIGHT 

OP- FOR PROTECTION FIRST! Be honest with 

yourself and you shall know what is truth and 
what is half-truth or lie. 

I am Lanto, the Sage (Elder) keeper of the 

Second aspect of Creator’s spectrum. May your 

I journey in Light be a reflection of the inner God 
Force who created you and IS you. 

Thank you, and blessings to all who read this 

Ones do not like being treated as an outcast, or message. Salu. 

#2 

FOOD SHORTAGES AND OTHER PROBLEMS 

I want to remind you readers of something and suggest that you spread the word: YOU ARE 
HEADED FOR FAMINE AND DISEASE LIKE NONE BEFORE KNOWN ON THE EARTH. 

Please realize that THERE IS A FEDERAL LAW which says you CANNOT store more than a three- 
month supply of FOOD. Even the Mormon Church, who always pressed its congregation to have never 
LESSTHANAYEAR’SSUPPLY ANDPREFERABLY AFULLTHREE-YEARS’ SUPPLY,arenow 
taking action to give these new instructions and directions. 

There is also the continuing plan to confiscate Gold and possibly even Silver when the “Emergency” 
is brought forth so you are now boxed into a comer of “what to do now?“. I don’t know what to tell you 

more than I have told you for the past decade and beyond. You must carefully PREPARE and store your 

supplies and goods legally and without focus so that if you have already spent time and funds in careful 
consideration of emergencies-you can hold onto that which you have saved. In some places the 

inspections have begun and oversupply has been taken-RIGHT+ IN YOUR U.S. OF A. 
Note the new upcoming changes in Welfare, etc. The plan is to get you shocked into realization that 

the END OF HELP IS AT HAND! You have been sucked in and now the PIPER will be paid and, as usual, 

the sins of the parents will cause the children to pay dearly and dreadfully. They will have to “become 

wards of the State” to survive and once a “ward of the State” they will be trained to be robotic in their 
allegiance and expectations- as has always been the case in State-TAKEOVER! “Sweatshops” will look 

like a Sunday hobby exchange. There will be no way for the massive numbers of welfare recipients to 

attend families and those with the most dependent families will be the most vulnerable. There aren’t going 

to be JOBS to be filled-at any pay. SEE THE HANDWRITING? THEY ARE 
SPELLING IT OUT IN ONE LAW FOLLOWING ANOTHER THESE 

give only FEAR-mongering as input? Oh my goodness, readers, if you are not Scared Witless, you 

This Jorrnal is a manual for living the life 

:ssed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man, 
t offers gentle direction filled with compassion 
yond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful 
t, together, they form a team of one. The Masters 
Lr insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s in- 
Lvement and will, our journey home, the Greater 
sion. The messages resonate as musical chords 
thin the very soul essence. The words shared 
mew hope and give the phrase in God” a 
eper meaning. 

Earth 



“IF you can PROVE that there was a ‘differ- 

ent’ 13th Amendment to your Consfitulion AND 

cause the deceivers to confront it, you can clean 

your Legislative Houses and your Judicial Benches 

of the lawyers who have brought your nation to 

downfall. It seems a rather magnificent task- 

but, yes, do-able! Will you do it? ” -HATONN 

Some of the important topics covered are: 

*Dr. Peter Beter 

* “Payoffs” To Ron Brown? 

Excerpts 

*Home Schooling & Emotional Trauma 

*The 1993 Midwest Flood & Details Of 

PLANNED Disasters 

*The Devastation Caused By 

Electromagnetic Attacks On US. 

With “Woodpecker” Beam Zapping 

*New Biological Warfare Programs 
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I 
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o 
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“Truth is Truth is Truth-and 

Some of the important topics covered are: 

*What Is CREATION AND WHAT IS CREATOR? 

LIGHT. YOU and YOU are the manifested 

*Who Are You? *What Are You? 

*What Is Your Journey 

thought focus of Who b LIGHT. 

And Purpose? 

*“Matter” Is Wave/“Matter” Is Light 

IS LIGHT, which is ALL colors becoming ONE. 

*The “Photon Belt” Revisited 

Nikola Tesla 

NOTHING is missing from the ‘whole’ and, 

thus, ALL are part of the ONE Creator 

Source-SPIRIT-GOD!” -HATONN 

*22% Pronounced Dead Are Not! 

*“Cold Light” 

*Questioning “Laws & Theories” 

*Vince Foster Suicide? 

“There have always been the ‘secret places of 

*Currency & Gold Standard 

*Schwarzkouf Familv $ 

the LION’ and the waiting at stand-by of the 

The Lindbergh Kidnaunh 

*Jerry Spence Speech 

‘Bird-Tribes’ in ‘winged chariots’. God would 

*World’s Currency Destruction 

*World’s Largest Treasure Hunt 

not leave you destitute, but He will leave you in 

*Home Schooling & Programs 

*Demjanjuk- *Tavistock- 

ignorance, if that be your choice.” 

*US&P Case 

-HATONN 

A few of the important topics are: 

*Ray RenicWSan Luis Obisbo County 

“ ‘As a man thinketh-so he is!’ Well, Man’s 

thoughts have digressed into destruction, greed, 

war, immorality and heinous acts, one upon an- 

other. You need to understand what happens with 

‘thoughts’: THOUGHTS ‘CREATE’-ordestroy- 

that is ALL THERE IS IN REALITY. Therefore, 

you become, the nation becomes, and the planet 

becomes, a MIRROR REFLECTION of 

THOUGHT!” -HATONN 

pieces 
a 

a the 

b 

Y9n 

ta- 

Some topics discussed are: 
*The 5 Elements Of Organic 

Matter 

*Bolshevism-*School Issues 

*New York Trade Center Bombing 

*The Pope Of Rome 

*Clinton’s Meteoric Rise 

* Censorship By Copyright 

*The TRUTH Of How God 

Creates 

*Jews Control The Bolshevik 

Government In Russia 

*Fundamentally, Judaism Is 

Anti-Christian 

*Is 

Be Condemned? 

*More On Home-Schooling 
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5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 

+*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM THE FUNNEL’S NECK 

HELL 55. MARCHING TO ZION 

7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 

9. DRUMMERS GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 

10. IN A FISHBOWL DIVINE PLAN VOLB 

11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

**12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX THE PIT OF FIRE 

*13. 59. 

RRPP-RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND BEAT! 

60. THE 

*lS. 61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 

*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 62. 

‘*17. THE NAKED PHOENDC THE BEST OF TIMES 

“18. BLOOD AND ASHES TO ALL CHILDREN 

*19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON THE LAST GREAT PLAOUE 

+*X’. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS 

21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE THE BEAST AT WORK 
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BURNT OFFERINGS 69. TATTERED PAGES 
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80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOO BOG 

81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 

RETIREMENT RETREATS 

83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 

84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 

85. SHOCK 

86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 

IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 

88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 

LEGION 

89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 

TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 

FOLD 

91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 

A CROOKED ROAD 

WITH THE CROOKS 

93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 

OTHER PLAGUES 

WINGING IT.... 

HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 

HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 

HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 

98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 

LAND? 

99. 
CONSPIRACY 

100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 

TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 

101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 

CEMENT CHILDREN 

SACRED WISDOM 

CONFRONT THE NOW 

CREATE THE FUTURE 
104. FIRST STEPS 

105. IN 

UNDERSTATEMENT! 

107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...! 

TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEF 
OPERATION SHANSTORM 
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